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Computer architects heavily rely on software simulation to evaluate new and existing pro-
cessor designs. As target designs become more complex, a growing gap has emerged between
single-threaded simulator performance and simulation requirements. Even though modern
machines feature multiple cores, most host cores are typically unused or underutilized by
state-of-the-art simulators. Parallel simulators are inherently limited by their need to syn-
chronize threads for correctness. In my thesis, I study accurate and efficient parallelization
techniques for architecture simulation.
This thesis contains several contributions. First, I study synchronization between sim-
ulator threads simulating homogeneous hardware structures such as cores or network tiles.
Based on this study, I introduce a new synchronization policy, weighted-tuple synchroniza-
tion, and show that it provides a better performance-accuracy trade-off compared to syn-
chronization currently used by state-of-the-art parallel simulators. Next, I study synchro-
nization between separate simulators responsible for modeling heterogeneous components
and introduce reciprocal abstraction. Reciprocal abstraction allows asynchronous simulators
to exchange information at runtime for more accurate event timing. Lastly, the reciprocal
abstraction model relaxes communication latency restrictions and synchronization require-
ments; I show how relaxed synchronization requirements allows for coprocessor acceleration.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Modeling the behavior of a processor is key to computer architecture research. The most
accepted form of modeling is to simulate the architectural components of a processor, such
as the cores’ pipelines, memory hierarchy, and on-chip network. As simulated machines grow
in transistor count and complexity, high-performance simulation is more and more difficult
to achieve.
In the past, host machines improved in performance roughly as fast as target machines
grew in complexity. In the multicore era, this is no longer the case—target machines are grow-
ing more complex, while the processing power of one core has plateaued. Thus, a performance
gap has been growing between conventional single-threaded simulators and the computation
necessary to simulate multicore target machines. Parallelizing simulators is necessary for
multicore host machines to efficiently model complex architectures. However, coordinating
simulator threads to maximize performance without sacrificing accuracy presents additional
challenges. As simulation progress deviates between threads, they must synchronize to main-
tain correct event ordering. Synchronization leads to low host core utilization and reduces
performance.
To address this challenge, my thesis makes the following contributions:
• Analyzes synchronization error and performs a quantitative comparison between syn-
chronization violations and error in measured architectural metrics (such as cycles-per-
instruction or packet latency).
• Introduces a novel lightweight synchronization scheme, weighted-tuple synchronization.
• Studies co-simulation between simulators modeling heterogeneous components, and in-
troduces reciprocal-abstraction for improved accuracy via feedback-driven simulation.
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• Improves performance under reciprocal abstraction by concurrently simulating asyn-
chronous simulator components.
To synchronize simulator threads, parallel architecture simulators execute periodic barri-
ers [52]. However, the centralized barrier scheme incurs a substantial performance overhead.
A distributed synchronization policy, random-pair synchronization, was proposed to improve
performance [48], but is much less accurate than barrier synchronization. After studying
synchronization error resulting from incorrect simulated event orderings, also called syn-
chronization violations, this thesis introduces weighted-tuple synchronization. As part of
this distributed synchronization scheme, threads periodically select targets to synchronize
with (match simulated times); the targets are selected heuristically in order to minimize
synchronization violations. In addition, the synchronization thread granularity is general-
ized between the extremes of one thread and all threads; multiple threads are selected for
synchronization each interval. Weighted-tuple synchronization is evaluated for two simu-
lator settings—which model different architectures and have different thread models—and
is shown to yield a superior performance-accuracy trade-off compared to both barrier and
random-pair synchronization.
Often, a single simulator does not provide detailed modeling of all components a re-
searcher wishes to study; thus, it is necessary to combine the results from two separate
simulators, which is also called co-simulation. Currently, researchers rely on feeding a trace
from one simulator to the other, but this approach results in significant error due to the static
nature of the trace. This thesis proposes a solution, the reciprocal abstraction framework,
where each detailed component simulator contains a simplified, abstract model of the other
simulator’s components; the abstract model is periodically updated for improved accuracy
over the trace-drive approach. Because reciprocal abstraction allows the simulators to run
asynchronously, simulator performance can be improved. The two component simulators
can be run concurrently with detailed simulation of some components being oﬄoaded to a
coprocessor such as a GPU.
The three primary metrics for computer architecture simulation are speed, accuracy, and
flexibility [3]. This thesis improves simulation in all three areas. The speed of simulation
directly affects the time needed to evaluate new ideas. Researchers interested in architectures
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with many cores or elaborate hardware structures are limited by slow simulation and cannot
model complex architectures in a reasonable time frame. This thesis improves simulator
utilization of a host machine’s components, improving simulation speed. The distributed
weighted-tuple synchronization policy improves host core utilization over the centralized
barrier policy. The reciprocal abstraction framework reduces the load on the host machine
by enabling the oﬄoading of a component simulator to a coprocessor for performance gains.
Simulator accuracy is how closely the simulator software models hardware. Simulators
tend to deviate from real hardware as abstractions are made for the sake of performance or
flexibility. This work’s study of synchronization error helps to understand the fidelity loss
from parallelizing architecture simulators. The study into reciprocal abstraction identifies
and fixes a major source of error caused by abstracting key latency components such as the
on-chip network.
The third simulator metric is flexibility—this impacts the range of architectures a re-
searcher can model. Often, an architect cannot find a single available simulator capable of
modeling all the components he or she is interested in. Co-simulation between two component
simulators can cover all components of interest, improving flexibility; however, in computer
architecture simulation it is largely limited to trace-based component simulation and subject
to error. The reciprocal abstraction framework allows architects to take advantage of the
flexibility gained via co-simulation without sacrificing accuracy.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes modern parallel simulation tech-
niques and covers related work. Chapter 3 contains an analysis of synchronization violations
which arise from loose synchronization. Chapter 4 introduces the weighted-tuple synchro-
nization policy and evaluates weighted-tuple synchronization for parallel multicore simula-
tion and parallel network-on-chip (NoC) simulation. Integrating simulators responsible for
modeling heterogeneous components, also called co-simulation, is described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 also describes reciprocal abstraction, a technique to loosely integrate asynchronous
models for improved simulation fidelity. Performance implications of reciprocal abstraction
are considered and evaluated in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes and makes final remarks.
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2.0 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The most widely used method of modeling a target machine’s behavior is through detailed
simulation, running in software on a host machine [82]. Fast and accurate simulation is
crucial for computer architects to evaluate new processor designs. However, simulator per-
formance is insufficient when simulating CMPs. For example, simulating 16 cores and their
memory hierarchies using a detailed simulator will take several days [16, 80]. Research has
also moved past simulating only cores and their memory hierarchy. Architects are now turn-
ing towards heterogeneous computing and Network-on-Chip (NoC) research. Adding this
modeling complexity into a simulator, while retaining accuracy for conventional simulator
parts (core, cache) further hinders simulation times and motivates the need for improved
simulation techniques.
Core simulation refers to the simulation of a processor’s core(s); the simulator models
basic features such as issue width, execution order, pipeline, scoreboard, branch predictor,
and register file. Often, core simulation also considers elements like the translation lookaside
buffer (TLB) and L1 instruction/data caches. When simulation models more than a single
core and includes components beyond the L1 caches—such as last-level shared caches, on-
chip networks, memory, I/O and operating system calls—these systems become “full system
simulators” [45]. Specialized simulators which target a single hardware structure are called
component simulators—e.g. NoC simulators or DRAM simulators. A brief description of
the simulators referenced in this work has been compiled in the Appendix, Section B.
4
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Figure 1: Functional and timing breakdown.
2.1 FUNCTIONAL AND TIMING SIMULATION
Simulation can be broken into two parts: functional and timing (shown in Fig 1). Func-
tional simulation refers to simulation of an application binary using the target machine’s
ISA, dealing with control flow, system calls, and I/O requests. Timing simulation refers
to modeling the timing of any hardware structures of interest to an architect. These can
be core components such as a pipeline, or uncore components such as an on-chip network.
The amount of simulated time these structures take to process data or requests is used to
determine the target machine’s performance.
Much of the simulation state used in functional simulation, most notably data values, are
not used during timing simulation. Similarly, much information obtained during timing—
such as specific cache tags—are not needed by the functional simulator. This clean division of
data results in many simulators being developed with a functional/timing partition, such as
in [9,14–16,48]. The functional partition handles functional simulation and generates events
needed by the timing partition. The timing partition calculates how long these events take
to resolve and notifies the functional partition if it needs to deviate from regular functional
simulation (such as simulating the wrong path of a branch).
In some cases, the functional portion of simulation is represented by a static trace—this
is also known as trace-driven simulation [75]. Trace-driven simulation is commonly used
for specialized component simulators when generating traffic is time-consuming—using one
trace helps to amortize the traffic generation time. In this case, inaccuracies can arise if the
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functional and timing components disagree on which instructions should be executed. This
can occur due to branch mispredictions [15], or from incorrect ordering for race conditions in
multi-threaded programs [16,50]. In order to decode the correct instructions, the functional
simulation requires feedback from the timing model.
Instead of decoding a program binary and tracking register/memory state in software, it
is also possible to run the program natively on the host machine, then get relevant functional
information via instrumentation; this technique is known as native simulation or emulation.
For native simulation, the program transitions from functional to timing simulation whenever
it reaches instrumentation code. Native simulation can vastly improve performance, as it
almost completely eliminates time spent for functional simulation. Simulators which use
native simulation use a binary instrumentation/translation frontend. Binary translators for
X86 such as QEMU [4] and PIN [44] are used to generate code for core simulators such as
MARSS [58] (QEMU), Sniper [9] (PIN), or ZSim [67] (PIN). The Ocelot PTX emulator [20],
dynamically translates PTX code for NVIDIA GPUs and is used to feed GPU traffic to the
heterogeneous MACSim simulator [37].
2.2 SIMULATION SAMPLING
Architects use sampling techniques to run shorter simulations in a way that is still represen-
tative of machine behavior. This occurs by either reducing the target machine’s workload
or by only simulating portions of a full workload in detail.
2.2.1 Shortened Workloads
Target machines are typically evaluated while executing a workload or benchmark program.
Full benchmarks, which are designed to evaluate real machine performance, are often exe-
cuted on simulated machines [6,71,79]. With native inputs, these benchmarks take too long
to run on simulated machine; architects tend to either use smaller input sets or entirely new
benchmark suites reworked for shorter but still representative execution [38, 73]. Another
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approach is to use entirely synthetic workloads. These can either be simple traffic patterns or
statistically generated workloads; statistical simulation profiles a longer-running benchmark
and produces a shorter synthetic trace which has similar execution characteristics [21,54,56].
2.2.2 Sampled workloads
Another form of sampling is to only model portions of the program in full detail, as seen in the
SMARTS framework [78,80]. Initially, the simulator will only perform functional simulation
to fast forward to a point of interest. It then performs detailed modeling without gathering
statistics to warm up structures such as the cache or branch predictors. Finally, the detailed
simulation occurs for a period before the simulator repeats the process for the next selected
program region. Simpoint [69] proposes to statically analyze the program to select the most
representative regions for detailed simulation. In order to reduce the time spent for repeat
runs on fast forwarding and warmup, the simulator state can be checkpointed [77]. The
target program is simulated once through fast forwarding and warmup, then all simulation
state is saved. The resulting checkpoint can then be used for separate configurations to
amortize the fast forwarding and warmup cost.
2.3 MODEL ABSTRACTION
When a simulator exactly models the cycle-level behavior of a hardware component, it is
performing detailed simulation of the component. However, it is not feasible for a simulator
to model every hardware component in a machine perfectly. Some hardware components
are modeled abstractly or approximately for improved performance. Out-of-order cores and
uncore/off-chip components are popular targets for abstraction due to their complexity and
simulation requirements. Abstractions can be performed mechanistically or empirically [28].
A mechanistic model is a simplified model of the target, constructed using knowledge of the
intended behavior [24, 35, 70]. An empirical model is constructed without knowledge of the
target system, but is trained to approximate the target’s behavior [32,39,40].
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2.3.1 Simplified Core Models
Detailed modeling of an out-of-order core is very costly; thus some simulators simplify the
out-of-order behavior. Interval simulation models the core’s performance in terms of long-
latency events such as cache misses, TLB misses, or branch mispredictions [28]. Similarly,
In-N-Out uses memory access dependencies to approximate the reorder buffer state from a
functional model with in-order instructions [41]. Most simplified out-of-order core pipeline
models process instructions one at a time, in the same manner as in-order core simulation.
Consequently, an instruction’s latency components are determined atomically (e.g., all la-
tencies calculated at the time of instruction issue). Atomic instruction processing is widely
used by simulators which rely on binary instrumentation such as Graphite [48], Sniper [9],
or ZSim [67].
In many full-system architecture simulators, specialized uncore or off-chip components
often use an abstract, simplified model for behavior. For example, network packets, main
memory accesses, and I/O requests may use a fixed latency or simple queue model. These
simplified components are used in many simulators, but are mandatory for simulators with
atomic instruction processing because detailed component simulation requires multiple out-
standing requests for accurate contention modeling. The goal of these abstract component
models is to immediately estimate the latency of a timing event so the core model can
determine the instruction’s latency before simulating the next instruction.
2.3.2 Queue Models
Abstract component models break down latency based on the hardware structures a request
traverses; these are known at the time of instruction issue. For a main memory or I/O request,
there may only be a single structure. For a network packet, each router hop between the
source and destination is a structure that must be modeled. Each hardware structure in the
component model is represented using an abstract model. The most basic model assumes
no contention; a request’s latency assumes there were no contending requests.
More complex queue-based models can be used; for example, M/M/1 and M/G/1 queues
were evaluated for network architectures in [55]. A particular queue model available in
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Figure 2: Illustration of a simple contention queue model where requests occupy the hard-
ware structure for 3 cycles. The structure sees four requests arrive at simulated times 3, 5,
6, and 10. Their real-time arrival order is R2 → R3 → R4 → R1.
the Sniper full system simulator that performed well empirically compared to cycle-level
simulation is its “simple contention” model. The contention queue model is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The queue tracks the time of the last request, which reserves ∆ cycles, where ∆ is the
base request latency. If another request arrives during these ∆ cycles, it must wait for the
first request to clear the queue. For example, in Fig. 2, request R3 arriving at simulated time
6 must wait for R2 to clear the queue at time 8; R3 then occupies the hardware component
for cycles 9-12. Because parallel simulators are loosely synchronized, requests can occur out
of order relative to how they would in a sequential modeled system. Requests which arrive
prior to the last packet are assumed to encounter no contention, such as request R1 from
Fig. 2.
2.3.3 Abstract Memory Hierarchy
Some works study an abstract model of the cache hierarchy. In StatCache [5], authors feed
statistics from one sample simulation run into an abstract cache model—the abstract model
can then estimate cache behavior for a wide range of cache configurations without further
simulation. Its abstract model tracks the reuse distance to a set of sampled memory addresses
to determine the working set size, which then can be used to estimate miss rates for caches
of varying size. The StatCache model is limited to fully-associative caches with a random
replacement policy. A later work, StatStack [22], targets LRU replacement. A sample of
memory accesses is taken, with reuse distances gathered as with StatCache. However, the
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probability of repeat accesses to addresses within an interval is also profiled. Combined with
the reuse distance, a cache’s LRU performance can be estimated.
2.3.4 Feedback-driven Abstract Models
Prior works have utilized timing feedback with the goal of accelerating simulation. Speedups
are obtained by periodically disabling a detailed part of the simulator’s timing model and
relying on a simplified model. The simplified abstract model relies on feedback from the tim-
ing model to maintain accuracy. With these schemes, the detailed model is not always active
and cannot provide full statistics. These schemes resemble simulator sampling techniques
described in Section 2.2.2.
In COTSon [2], authors propose functional-directed simulation. An emulator manages
the functional portion of simulation while a detailed simulator determines timing; the IPC
from the detailed simulator is fed back to the functional emulator to control the relative
progress of each thread. Because the detailed timing model dominates simulation time,
speedups are achieved by taking samples from the detailed model to control functional IPC.
For periods where the detailed simulator is inactive, the most up-to-date IPC serves as a
simple performance model for the entire timing simulator.
Another work, FIST [57], aims to accelerate multicore simulation by replacing a detailed
network model with an abstract model. The authors represent network routers abstractly
as load-latency curves—when a packet passes through the router the number of recently-
traversed flits, representing the router’s load, is used to determine the latency. In practice,
the load-latency curve is represented as a table indexed by load. This model can be trained
oﬄine or online with a detailed network model; online training is similar to feedback-driven
simulation. As with COTSon [2], speedups are achieved by disabling the detailed network
for periods of time and relying only on the load-latency curves.
In this thesis, timing feedback improves accuracy by integrating two simulators in a
situation where full integration simulation is not feasible due to synchronization issues. In
part because direct integration is not possible, the information exchange between the two
models is imperfect. For example, network load cannot be precisely calculated by the abstract
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model. Another difference is that all portions of the simulator remain active in order to obtain
detailed statistics; unlike prior approaches, the simulator does not switch between detailed
and abstract mode.
2.4 PARALLEL SIMULATION
To close the performance gap from single-threaded simulation, researchers investigated paral-
lelizing simulators. In a parallel simulator, simulated components (such as cores) are divided
among simulator threads; each thread models the components assigned to it. For exam-
ple, when simulating a multicore machine, each simulation thread might model one or more
cores. While parallel simulation can improve performance, it also introduces new challenges.
A major factor limiting the performance and accuracy of parallel simulators is simulator
thread synchronization.
To study the need for synchronization, it is necessary to understand a simulator’s no-
tion of time. Target machines have their own simulated time, measured in cycles, which
is monotonically increasing. Time advancement varies between simulators. Time-stepped
simulators, such as Hornet [43] have unit cycle advancement. Each cycle, the behavior or
individual simulated components is simulated before moving to the next cycle. Event-driven
simulators, such as GEM5 [7], simulate events that occur in the machine, and ignore hard-
ware structures which do not have scheduled events. In event-driven simulation, cycles with
no events scheduled are skipped to save time. As a result, event-driven simulators generally
advance time in multi-unit steps. It is possible for events to be scheduled every cycle, as is the
case for GEM5 in detailed mode, in which case event-driven simulation and time-stepped
simulation have the same time advancement. However, some event-driven simulators do
not schedule events every cycle; for example, Sniper [9] is an event-driven simulator whose
events correspond to simulated instructions. In this case, time advances unevenly based on
the simulated instruction.
In parallel simulators, each thread has its own simulated time, which represents the
minimum cycle time of all components modeled by the thread. While a thread can ensure
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Figure 3: Synchronization Violation.
its components have the same simulated cycle, it cannot make guarantees about the clocks
of other components. Threads advance time at different rates due to workload imbalance
and host OS scheduling artifacts. Thus, over the course of simulation, simulated clocks
deviate. When threads with different clocks interact by exchanging messages or accessing
shared resources, the timing of these events can occur in an incorrect order than they would
have in a serial simulator, causing a violation of the simulation state.
Violations were previously defined in [13]. Figure 3 illustrates a violation caused from
out-of-order accesses to a hardware resource. At cycle 6, Core B accesses the resource.
Because cores are not kept perfectly synchronized, Core A accesses the same resource at
cycle 3, triggering a synchronization violation. After the violation occurs, the hardware
resource’s state incorrectly reflects an access by B in cycle 6, followed by an access by A
in cycle 3. In this example, Core A, which made the first access, is ahead in real time but
behind in simulation time. Core B, whose access triggers the synchronization violation, is
behind core A in real time but ahead in simulation time.
2.4.1 Synchronization Techniques
There are two extremes when considering parallel simulator synchronization: unbounded and
cycle-by-cycle. With unbounded simulation, no synchronization is employed and cores are
simulated at whatever rate the host machine allows; both performance and synchroniza-
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tion error are maximized. Using cycle-by-cycle synchronization means that all cores are
synchronized every cycle with a barrier.
Barrier synchronization, also called quantum synchronization, is a more general form of
cycle-by-cycle synchronization described in [52]. Every N cycles—the quantum length—the
simulator executes a barrier. Synchronization with an N -cycle quantum is called barrier-N ;
cycle-by-cycle synchronization is equivalent to barrier-1. An architect can control accuracy
by varying the quantum length: a larger quantum results in higher performance but lower
accuracy.
Slack synchronization was proposed as an alternative to barrier synchronization [12,13].
Instead of using barriers, threads stay synchronized using a global time (defined as the
lowest clock count among all cores). All cores keep their clocks within a certain number
of cycles—the slack—from the global time. For slack simulation, the slack size serves the
same purpose as the quantum size does for barrier synchronization, controlling the trade-off
between accuracy and performance.
A distributed, lightweight alternative to global synchronization schemes such as barrier
and slack synchronization is random-pair synchronization. This synchronization scheme is
implemented by the Graphite simulator [48]. Under random-pair synchronization, simulated
core A periodically selects another core at random, core B. If A has simulated more cycles,
it attempts to synchronize with B by putting itself to sleep until B catches up. The overall
simulation rate and the difference in clocks between the two cores are used to estimate the
sleep time. As is the case with barrier synchronization, the quantum between synchronization
attempts controls the performance-accuracy trade-off for random-pair synchronization.
The ZSim simulator uses a two-phase bound-weave synchronization strategy [67]. During
the bound phase, barrier synchronization is enforced, and a trace of L1 misses is generated.
During the weave phase, trace items are processed using conservative Parallel Discrete Event
Simulation (PDES). Because processing of events depends on the trace generated in the
bound phase, bound-weave synchronization cannot avoid error when the program’s control
flow or data access pattern are nondeterministic. The authors of ZSim do not analyze two-
phase bound-weave synchronization except to show scalability with host core count. It is
unclear how much performance overhead two-phase bound-weave synchronization incurs on
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top of the barrier synchronization used during the bound phase; or how accuracy compares
with other synchronization techniques.
Some program phases are more prone to synchronization violations than others. In order
to maintain a consistent violation rate, it is possible to adaptively adjust the synchronization
quantum. Dynamically adapting the synchronization interval for barrier synchronization is
studied in [25]. The synchronization quantum is adjusted based on the number of network
packets traversing the network. In [12], authors apply adaptive synchronization to slack
simulation. First, a target violation rate is specified. During the course of simulation, the
synchronization quantum is dynamically adjusted to reach the target violation rate.
Weighted-tuple synchronization, presented in this work and published in [51], is a de-
centralized scheme which targets CMP hosts. While prior schemes consider only extremes
of thread synchronization granularity (all threads or one thread), weighted-tuple synchro-
nization uses a middle-ground approach—experiments show synchronizing with four to eight
threads provided significantly better accuracy with minor performance penalty. Further
accuracy is obtained by selecting targets in order to reduce state violations. In addition,
weighted-tuple synchronization is orthogonal to adaptive synchronization, as weighted-tuple
relies on an adjustable synchronization quantum; thus, both policies can be combined for
additional benefit.
Adaptive Synchronization:
2.4.2 The Sniper Multicore Simulator
The Sniper [9] and Hornet [43] simulators are referenced heavily in this work and are used to
evaluate both weighted-tuple synchronization and reciprocal abstraction; the simulators are
described here in detail. Sniper was introduced as an extension to the Graphite simulator [48].
Like Graphite, Sniper uses PIN [44] to dynamically translate x86 binaries for functional
simulation. Because binary translation leads to the simulator processing instructions one at
a time, it is not straightforward to model an out-of-order processor with multiple outstanding
instructions. Sniper alleviates this issue by using an interval simulation to abstractly model
out-of-order core pipelines [28].
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Because the program is being passed through PIN, Sniper launches one simulation thread
for each modeled thread. Most often, this means one thread is responsible for modeling each
target core. Sniper relies on barrier synchronization to keep maintain correct thread progress.
When a core accesses remote state (such as a remote cache), the thread responsible for the
accessing core directly accesses the requested state through shared memory.
In addition to modeling out-of-order cores, Sniper models a cache hierarchy with a
directory-based coherence protocol. Abstract models are used to calculate latencies for
traffic between cores and latencies for DRAM accesses. These latencies are estimated using
queues or reservation windows as described in Sec. 2.3.2.
2.4.3 The Hornet Network-on-Chip Simulator
The Hornet simulator models a network-on-chip architecture at a cycle level. An example
using a mesh topology is shown in Figure 4. Each tile’s home node injects packets, which are
converted into flits, consisting of a head flit and several body flits. At each router, the head
flit computes its next hop according to the routing policy, then allocates a virtual channel in
the next router. Once this is performed, the head flit and all body flits contend for the router
crossbar switch and traverse the link to the next router’s virtual channel buffers. This process
is repeated for each hop until the packet reaches its destination. Simulation of network tiles
is broken into the positive clock edge and negative clock edge—route computation, virtual
channel allocation, and switch allocation/traversal occurs in the positive edge, while link
traversal occurs in the negative edge.
Hornet is a parallel simulator, which partitions tiles evenly among threads; for example,
with 256 network tiles and 32 host threads, each thread simulates 8 tiles. Tiles modeled by
the same thread are synchronized relative to one another; Hornet uses barrier synchronization
to keep tiles from different threads synchronized. Flits are modeled in detail, thus they are
passed off from tile to tile. This means a flit is often handled by two or more threads as it
travels to the destination.
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Figure 4: Network tile architecture with an example 2-D mesh topology. Each tile contains
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virtual queues corresponding to virtual channel buffers. Egresses are linked to a correspond-
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2.4.4 Parallel Discrete Event Simulation
A widely studied parallel simulation approach for general fields is Parallel Discrete Event
Simulation (PDES); overviews can be found in [26,61]. When a model contains a sequence of
discrete events, executing on separate logical processes (LPs), these events can be simulated
in parallel while maintaining correct event ordering. Event orderings can be maintained
conservatively or optimistically.
Under conservative PDES, an event only processed when it is guaranteed no earlier
event will arrive, using a lookahead value [10, 11]. The lookahead is defined as the amount
of simulated time a thread can safely simulate without risking incorrect event orderings.
Optimistic PDES allows threads to potentially generate incorrect event orderings, but rolls
back the simulation if a violation is detected according to the time warp algorithm [18, 33].
First the thread which detects a time violation must roll back its state. It then must also
cancel all messages sent out during rollback, starting a cascading rollback until state is
correct. Once all incorrect events are cancelled, simulation resumes.
Parallel simulation of CMP hosts using PDES techniques is described in [14]. The com-
munication latency between cores is designated the lookahead value. By setting a quantum
size less than the lookahead, the simulator can guarantee that events will cause state vio-
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lations. The authors recognize that simulating distributed L2 slices can be very costly. In
computer hardware, events tend to occur every cycle on every core; especially with more
detailed modeling of pipelines or network-on-chip routers, which leads to a lookahead value
of zero. This makes fully-accurate PDES techniques less efficient for simulating CMPs. The
SST [65] simulation framework and the Manifold [76] simulator synchronize timing using
conservative PDES. The Manifold simulator groups network tile simulation into one logical
process; creating a non-zero lookahead equal to the time it takes for an L1 access to become
miss and be injected into the network. For improved performance, Manifold also supports
barrier synchronization.
While most PDES works assume fully-accurate synchronization, some research has ex-
perimented with relaxed ordering constraints. Relaxing event ordering constraints can allow
PDES to be efficient in settings with zero lookahead. Rather than enforcing total event
ordering, alternative orderings are proposed. In [64, 72], unsynchronized PDES is evaluated
for a network of queues. It is shown to be most accurate when modeling a stable, low-traffic
system.
Approximate-Time (AT) ordering allows events to be processed within a time range, and
is evaluated in [27,47]. Barrier synchronization is a policy which enforces AT ordering, where
each event’s time interval is equivalent to the synchronization quantum. In [27], approximate-
time causal ordering is also proposed, which strengthens AT ordering by adding causality
restraints. Distributed synchronization schemes, used in this work, are more relaxed than
approximate time orderings as no guarantees are placed on event processing time; however,
this work’s evaluation of weighted-tuple synchronization shows that it is as accurate as the
AT-ordered barrier synchronization policy.
Porras et al. [62] group LPs into subsets or neighborhoods based on distance; LPs in the
same neighborhood are synchronized conservatively. By having each LP only synchronize
with a subset of other LPs, the PDES algorithm can more efficiently take advantage of
lookahead for improved parallel performance. Messages to a different neighborhood may
arrive at the wrong time and cause violations. The authors’ region-based synchronization
is evaluated for simulation of a wireless phone network and the accuracy loss is determined
to be minor. The concept of regional synchronization is similar to this work’s weighted-
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tuple synchronization in that each process synchronizes with the subset of processes it is
most likely to communicate with. However, under weighted-tuple synchronization the tuples
are re-selected each synchronization interval as opposed to the static neighborhoods. This
makes weighted-tuple a more accurate synchronization scheme when traffic can cross regional
boundaries, as is the case for both multicore and network-on-chip simulation.
2.5 INTEGRATING MULTIPLE SIMULATORS
While a great deal of computer architecture simulation focuses on the behavior of the cores
and memory hierarchy, some research is focused on the behavior of specific components such
as the NoC or main memory, which are not modeled in detail by most core simulators. A
simulator which only models a specific component still requires realistic traffic as input. A
widely-used traffic generation approach is to use a core simulator to generate traffic as a
trace, then feed the trace into a specialized component simulator. However, the impact
of architectural changes to the specific component will not be reflected in the static trace.
In a real machine, longer latencies in the NoC or main memory would lead to lower core
throughput and slower component traffic.
In order to accurately model multiple components, integration is required. Serial, cycle-
accurate simulators such as M5 [8] and Garnet [1] can be directly integrated [7], but are
too slow when considering hundreds of cores in a target system. Integration with parallel
simulators is not straightforward, particularly when the simulators advance time differently
or when they use different synchronization granularities
First, when simulators advance time differently, they cannot synchronize with one another
directly; an event-driven simulator with multi-cycle time advancement abstracts events a
time-stepped simulator needs to model in detail. For example, a core simulator may treat
an outgoing memory request latency as the sum of the cache, network, and main memory
latencies. However, a detailed component simulator needs to model multiple events such as
individual router latencies or main memory commands before determining the final latency.
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Second, parallel simulators have acceptable accuracy at different synchronization inter-
vals. For example, core simulation uses relatively loose synchronization [13, 52], primarily
because the communication time between cores is, at minimum, the L1 access latency plus
the L2 access latency plus network travel time. For a NoC simulator, however, flits typically
traverse links in a single cycle. In this setting, finer-grained synchronization is necessary for
parallel NoC simulators [43]. Integration between the two models would require them to use
the same synchronization interval, which would lead to either a drop in performance for the
coarsely-synchronized simulator or a drop in accuracy for the finely-synchronized simulator.
The current techniques used to model specific components with a core model are trace-
driven simulation and single-threaded, fully-integrated simulation; these are, respectively,
inaccurate and slow. This work proposes reciprocal abstraction, a co-simulation technique
which integrates parallel simulators while maintaining accuracy. Furthermore, while parallel
simulators have limited scalability, concurrent execution with another parallel simulator can
improve overall host resource utilization.
Co-simulation is a general term used to describe integration of separate simulators for
concurrent execution and is used in diverse settings such as coupling heat/airflow models or
power grid/communication network models [19,30,74]. The key challenges for co-simulation
are communication and synchronization between simulators. Co-simulation most often forces
tight coupling, where simulators are kept synchronous. In [29], a loose coupling approach
was proposed, where simulators alternate time steps and the output from each time step
is fed to the next simulator. Reciprocal abstraction resembles this approach, although the
core timing simulator passes exact data (individual packets) to the network simulator rather
than aggregate data as used in the loose coupling co-simulation approach.
2.6 COPROCESSOR ACCELERATED SIMULATION
One approach to deal with increasing simulation complexity is to simulate hardware com-
ponent(s) on a specialized coprocessor. Because the coprocessor is specialized in only a few
tasks and is more difficult to program than general-purpose processors, generally only a lim-
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ited part of the architecture is simulated on the coprocessor. The host’s CPU handles the
rest of the simulation. One challenge researchers must deal with when using a coprocessor
is the long communication latency between the host CPU and the coprocessor.
Most prior work attempting to use a coprocessor to accelerate computer architecture sim-
ulation has focused on Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The RAMP project [59]
was started in order to use FPGAs for development of manycore systems. Chiou et al. [15]
argue that fine-grain parallelism is necessary to accelerate cycle-accurate simulations, and
implement a detailed timing model on an FPGA while the functional model runs on a CPU. A
host CPU takes care of functional simulation, and is rolled back when a conflict is reported by
the timing model. HAsim [60] deals with space constraints on an FPGA by time-multiplexing
simulated cores and NoC routers. After time-multiplexing, simulation rates are limited by
on-board memory capacity. Time-multiplexing is automatically performed by GPUs with
enough threads, but techniques to deal with long latency communication to a host CPU
and to reduce a simulator’s memory footprint are directly applicable to GPU-based simula-
tion. A downside of coprocessors is they are generally difficult to program; the ACME tool
automatically generates VHDL code for an FPGA based on a graphical description [31].
GPUs are an emerging platform for accelerating computer architecture research, espe-
cially for target systems with hundreds of homogeneous cores. Raghav et al. proposed using
GPUs to do functional simulation for manycore architectures [63]. They parallelize the pro-
cesses of decode and lookup, but instruction execution suffers from warp divergences if the
instruction mix is heterogeneous. In [49], authors simulate a large number of L1 and L2
caches on a GPU. Each cache way is mapped to a CUDA thread, which allows parallel tag
lookups. Cache traffic is trace-driven; the authors use software pipelining to overlap trace
I/O by the host CPU with kernels simulating the L1 and L2 caches. Their work synchronizes
caches only every kernel invocation, each covering a couple thousand accesses. Consequently,
error is introduced when caches on separate blocks communicate.
This work utilizes GPUs to accelerate simulation, although the general technique can be
applied to other coprocessors. Under reciprocal abstraction, only a portion of simulation is
oﬄoaded. The partitioning of work between the host CPU and GPU is described further
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in Chapter 6. By oﬄoading a portion of simulation, the host cores have less work; thus,
performance of the coprocessor-based simulator is not as critical.
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3.0 ANALYSIS OF ARCHITECTURE SYNCHRONIZATION
This chapter studies parallel simulation and synchronization error which occurs due to loose
synchronization. Various methods of measuring synchronization error are discussed; the
synchronization violation rate in particular is motivated as a synchronization error metric
which is accurate and easy to measure. The initial proposal for random-pair synchronization
targeted distributed hosts with long communication latencies; before showing experimen-
tal results, this chapter described and evaluates a CMP-optimized implementation. The
random-pair implementation introduced in this work is more precise at shorter synchroniza-
tion intervals.
Barrier and random-pair synchronization are studied in two simulation settings on a CMP
host. The first setting is multicore simulation; the error trends for barrier and random-pair
are analyzed at varying synchronization intervals. In addition, the use of violations as an
error metric is motivated in two ways. First, the violation rate is shown to be correlated with
architectural metric error. Second, the instability of architectural metric error, specifically
cycles-per-instruction (CPI) error, is explained and demonstrated.
The second simulation setting evaluated is parallel network-on-chip simulation. Error
trends with varying synchronization quanta are again analyzed; the analysis shows that
performance for random-pair synchronization is similar for all synchronization quanta, but
is more accurate at shorter intervals. Error is represented in terms of violation rate and
network latency with similar trends observed.
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Figure 5: Definitions for tracking violations.
3.1 SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR
This section motivates the use of synchronization violations when measuring synchronization
error. It defines violations in detail and describes their measurement. Other synchronization
error metrics have been proposed and used in the past, such as architectural metric error
and clock skew. These alternate metrics are described and compared with violations.
When simulation time deviates between threads, accesses to simulated hardware struc-
tures are initially speculative and are time-stamped with the simulation time. An access
made to a resource after a speculative access either has an earlier timestamp or a later
timestamp. If the second access has a later timestamp, there was no violation. However,
if the second access carries an earlier timestamp, a synchronization violation has been trig-
gered; the first speculative access was issued too early and should have occurred after the
second access.
Figure 5 illustrates a violation and the threads involved. The resource being contended
over is local to the host thread, A, but thread A is not involved in this violation. Thread
B was responsible for the incorrect speculative access at time 10 and is the violating thread.
Thread C’s access actually discovers the violation, making thread C the triggering thread.
Upon triggering the violation, thread C notifies thread B of the incorrect speculation, and
that C was the trigger. Notification can occur either sending a message or by directly
modifying thread B’s shared memory.
Because there are many hardware resources, it is most practical to sample violations by
monitoring a particular hardware resource [13]. A sampled resource is reasonable as long as
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it gives good coverage of violations likely to affect simulation correctness. In the multicore
simulation setting, this work monitors cache sets for coverage of memory access and coherence
violations. Only remote accesses are considered for violations, as grouped local accesses
make up the vast majority of accesses and cannot cause violations. In the NoC simulation
setting, traffic traversing crossbars in the switch traversal phase is monitored, which covers
all network traffic.
A widely-used approach to measure synchronization error is to compare architectural
metrics, especially performance metrics, between loosely-synchronized simulation and a fully-
synchronized baseline. For example, in the network simulator Hornet [43], authors measure
synchronization accuracy by comparing the average network latency, using single-cycle bar-
rier synchronization as the baseline. In [9] and [67], authors compare architectural metrics,
such as program execution time, between those measured by the simulator and those mea-
sured on a real machine with a matching configuration.
In the setting of relaxed PDES (Section 2.4.4), Fujimoto measures the percentage of
events which are processed at the correct time [27]. This metric is similar to the violation
rate, as a violation can only occur when at least one event is processed at the wrong time.
However, in a low-traffic scenario, a simulation could have incorrectly timed events with
no violations. In this situation, simulation state is correctly maintained. Fujimoto also
measures the architectural metrics of average job waiting time and job throughput, as do
authors of [64,72].
Violations have a distinct advantage over architectural metrics for error measurement
in that no baseline is required. Generating an error-free baseline simulation using a fully-
synchronized simulation run is infeasible if a researcher wants to take advantage of speedups
provided by a parallel simulator. One alternative to a fully-synchronized baseline explored in
the past is using a real machine as a baseline [9,67]. A real machine may not exactly match
a target machine configuration; moreover, real machines cannot match futuristic target ma-
chines with a larger number of cores. Another alternative is to use lax barrier synchronization
as a baseline; for example, in [48] a 1000-cycle barrier interval is used as a baseline. This is
undesirable as the loosely-synchronized baseline has synchronization error which is unknown.
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Measuring violations allows accurate error measurement without a costly baseline or access
to a real machine with a matching configuration.
A second issue with architectural metrics is they are subject to an averaging effect.
Because they have a non-zero baseline, program phases where the metric is too high or too
low will average out, leading to unstable error trends where looser synchronization appears
to have lower error. A more comprehensive study of the averaging effect is presented in
Section 3.3.4. In addition, correlation studies between violations and architectural metric
error are presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
The Graphite simulator measures error as average clock skew [48]. The simulator peri-
odically samples the current clock cycle for all simulated cores and the total skew is summed
up. This approach will yield some false errors, because it attempts to sample the core states
kept by asynchronous threads. A core can increase its time stamp but not make any incorrect
accesses. Figure 6 illustrates a case where the thread simulating core 0 encounters a long
latency stall, but the thread correctly waits for core 1 before accessing other resources. A
clock skew sample, taken during the waiting period, would detect a large skew even though
no violations occur.
In [67], authors define accesses which cause path-altering interference. Two accesses
incur path-altering interference if a change in their ordering changes their paths through the
memory hierarchy. Their categorization of accesses that cause path-altering interference is
similar to synchronization violations used in this work and in [13]. Violation tracking used in
this work differs from path-altering interference in several ways. Local accesses are counted
for accesses that may cause path-altering interference. Most core accesses are local and will
not be reordered relative to one another, which greatly reduces the measured percentage of
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accesses with path-altering interference. In addition, two hits are never counted for path-
altering interference. Two hits with incorrect ordering still constitute a violation for caches
because the ordering still affects the replacement policy state and can indirectly alter the
path of other accesses through the memory hierarchy.
3.1.1 Impact of Synchronization Error
Synchronization error causes simulation measurements to deviate from fully-synchronized
simulation results. If not enough runs are executed, lack of synchronization can lead to
incorrect conclusions. The correct methodology with non-deterministic simulation is to exe-
cute multiple simulation runs to ensure that the results fall within a confidence interval. The
additional runs required due to synchronization violations may negate the speedup achieved
from looser synchronization. This section performs a study on the number of additional runs
necessary to reach a stable result. A multicore simulation setting was used for evaluation,
simulation configuration details can be found in Sec 3.3.1.
Given the standard deviation σ, the number of runs N , and the Z-value corresponding to
a specified confidence percentage, a confidence interval I can be calculated as the deviation
from the mean further experimental results are likely to fall within. By manipulating this
equation to the form shown in Eq. 3.1, and inputting the remaining values, the number of
runs necessary to achieve a specified confidence interval can be found.
N =
(Z95% × σ
I5%
)2
(3.1)
The target metric for this study was performance, measured as cycles-per-instruction
or CPI. The standard deviation, σ, is the standard deviation the CPI from three runs
for each synchronization quantum (1, 10, 100, and 1000 cycles). This sample standard
deviation did not change significantly after repeating three additional runs, showing that
the three-run sample is sufficient to represent the standard deviation for each particular
benchmark/synchronization interval pairing. The value for Z was found by looking up the
Z-value corresponding to the specified confidence percentage for a standard distribution (1.96
for 95%). The value for I was calculated by multiplying the mean for each benchmark’s CPI
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Table 1: Required Runs for Confidence
Benchmark barrier-1 barrier-10 barrier-100 barrier-1000
barnes 4 3 1 183
blackscholes 10 15 11 397
canneal 1 2 2 438
lu.ncont 2 11 54 209
ocean.cont 1 1 5 10
water.nsq 9 49 45 424
geomean 3 7 9 175
by 5%. The number of runs required to obtain the desired confidence interval was then
estimated; results are listed in Table 1.
The number of required runs generally increases with less accurate synchronization, es-
pecially for barrier-1000. Depending on the accuracy requirements, however, a smaller or
larger confidence interval may be tolerable, which would affect the number of required runs
per configuration. One trend of interest is that the number of required runs is not mono-
tonically increasing as the synchronization becomes less frequent. In Sec. 3.3.4, CPI error
is shown to be subject to an averaging effect. The averaging effect can cause runs with less
synchronization to appear more accurate despite having more synchronization violations.
The accuracy loss from loose synchronization results in more required simulations; Fig-
ure 7 shows the adjusted simulation time necessary to obtain the desired confidence interval:
the simulation time for a single run is multiplied by the number of required runs from Ta-
ble 1. For the 5% confidence interval with 95% confidence, barrier-100 requires the lowest
average simulation time. Overall, this study motivates the need for a synchronization policy
which is both fast and accurate.
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Figure 7: Simulation time for barrier synchronization at varying quantum sizes (see Fig. 13),
multiplied by the number of runs needed for confidence derived in Table 1.
3.2 RANDOM PAIR USING WAIT-SIGNAL
Prior work introduced random-pair synchronization for parallel simulation of manycore ar-
chitectures in the Graphite Simulator [48]. The Graphite simulator’s random pair synchro-
nization targets distributed host machines and relatively large synchronization quanta (1,000
to 100,000 cycles). When a thread attempts to synchronize with another thread, it uses the
difference in core clocks and the simulation rate to estimate the amount of real time the
slower thread would need to catch up. Based on the real-time estimate, the synchronizing
thread makes a sleep system call to allow the target thread to catch up. On a CMP host,
smaller communication latencies allow smaller synchronization quanta (around 100 cycles).
With more frequent synchronization, using a sleep system call with an estimated time is too
imprecise to compete with barrier synchronization.
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Figure 8: Example of random pair using wait-signal.
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Figure 9: Error, delay, and error×delay for wait-signal synchronization normalized to sleep
synchronization. Synchronization interval is 100-cycles.
As part of this work, random pair synchronization is adapted for CMP hosts via a wait-
signal approach. Synchronizing simulation threads wait for a precise signal rather than
using a sleep call. Each thread keeps a signal list, which tracks scheduled signals. Instead
of sleeping, a thread schedules a remote signal and waits on a condition variable to resume.
The target thread uses its signal list to signal the condition variable for a precise wake-
up. Fig. 8 illustrates wait-signal random pair synchronization. When thread A reaches
a synchronization point at real time point 1, thread A discovers it is ahead of thread B.
ThreadA places an entry ontoB’s signal list and begins waiting. ThreadB’s simulated time
catches up to A at real time point 2; thread B then signals thread A to resume simulation.
A comparison between sleep and wait-signal implementations for random-pair synchro-
nization was performed for in the multicore simulation setting; evaluation details are dis-
cussed in Sec 3.3.1. The change in simulation fidelity and performance by using wait-signal
rather than sleep is illustrated in Fig. 9. For most benchmarks1, error (represented as the
violation rate) is reduced significantly—by 45% on average with a 100-cycle quantum. Sim-
ulation time increases moderately (18.5% on average), with overall error×delay reduced by
35%.
The trends for error (violation rate) and delay (simulation time) with varying quantum
size for the lu benchmark are shown in Figures 10a and 10b. Fig. 10a shows the violation rate
with synchronization intervals ranging from 1 to 100, 000 cycles; Fig. 10b shows the same
trend for simulation time. At larger synchronization intervals, wait-signal and sleep behave
1Benchmarks are listed in the Appendix, see Table 7
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Figure 10: Error and delay comparisons between random-pair using sleep versus wait-signal
with varying quantum size for the lu benchmark.
similarly; but with smaller synchronization intervals wait-signal pulls away from sleep in ac-
curacy. This result is to be expected, as the sleep-based implementation targets distributed
hosts using larger synchronization intervals and can adjust thread progress when synchro-
nization is infrequent. At smaller quanta, the accuracy for a sleep-based implementation
is limited due to the imprecise nature of sleeping. The more precise wait-signal random
pair synchronization, however, achieves a much lower error rate, especially at 1000-cycle and
shorter synchronization intervals. Below 100 cycles, wait-signal also takes a performance hit,
as the sleep-based implementation allows threads to quickly complete while other threads are
sleeping. In this work, wait-signal random-pair synchronization using an N -cycle quantum
is referred to as random-N . From this point onward, references to random-pair are assumed
to be the CMP-optimized (wait-signal) random-pair approach.
3.3 USING THE VIOLATION RATE TO MEASURE ERROR IN
MULTICORE SIMULATION
In this section, both barrier and random-pair synchronization schemes are evaluated in the
context of parallel multicore simulation. The advantages of using the violation rate as an
error metric are experimentally shown. First, the correlation between the violation rate
and various architectural metrics is shown to demonstrate that violations serve as a good
proxy for error. Then, this section analyzes inaccuracies with architectural metric error that
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arise as a result of the averaging effect. Architectural metric error, specifically cycles-per-
instruction (CPI), is shown to have an unstable trend with varying synchronization interval
sizes.
3.3.1 Evaluation
The Sniper multicore simulator was used as a baseline; it is described in Section 2.4.2. By
default, the Sniper simulator attempts to synchronize at a trace granularity; a trace, in the
PIN API, is a block of instructions with a single entrance and multiple exits. This limits
the minimum synchronization quantum to the cycles needed to execute all instructions in
a trace. To better study synchronization, the synchronization call was shifted inside the
timing model so the simulator checks synchronization at the instruction granularity. With
this change, all but a handful2 of synchronization violations were removed when running with
barrier-1. After these modifications, barrier-1 serves as the gold standard when measuring
architectural metric error.
For violation tracking in CMP simulation, an added timestamp stores the thread index
and timestamp for the latest access to each cache set. A violation occurs when an access
timestamp is earlier than the stored value; the violating thread is the stored thread. Cache
sets serve as the hardware unit rather than cache blocks because even if two accesses went
to different blocks in the same set, changing the access order would affect the replacement
policy.
Host and target machine specifications for this study are listed in Table 2. Benchmarks
were selected from the Splash-2 and PARSEC benchmark suites; details can be found in
Table 7. Three runs were executed per synchronization configuration, with the average
presented; individual runs were used for the correlation study. Benchmarks were run to
completion; simulation time was only measured during the region of interest, during which
the detailed timing models were enabled.
2Remaining violations that occur with 1-cycle barrier synchronization are due to simulator artifacts, such
as system call handling
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Table 2: Machine Setup - Multicore Violation Study
Host Machine Dual Socket Xeon X5680 @ 3.3GHz
(2x 6 cores w/ HyperThreading). 96GB RAM
Target CPU 128 in-order cores, in-order @ 1GHz
Target Memory L1 I -cache 16KB, 64B block, 2-way LRU
L1 D-cache 16KB, 64B block, 2-way LRU
Private L2 512KB, 64B block, 8-way LRU
Target Network Mesh, 3-cycle/hop, no contention
Benchmarks SPLASH-2 (small)
(input) PARSEC (simmedium)
3.3.2 Synchronization Granularity Trends
The error trend for barrier and random-pair synchronization at varying quantum sizes is mea-
sured using the remote violation rate (shown in Fig 11) and CPI deviation from the barrier-1
baseline (shown in Fig. 12) to represent error. The trend for delay with varying synchro-
nization intervals is shown in Fig. 13. While random-pair synchronization is faster than
barrier synchronization, it trades off the added performance for reduced simulation fidelity.
With shorter synchronization intervals (random-1 and random-10) random-pair synchro-
nization exhibits minimal improvements in fidelity, despite incurring larger synchronization
overheads. On average, random-pair synchronization has higher error than barrier-100 at all
synchronization intervals. Thus, a distributed synchronization scheme would need to improve
upon the accuracy of random-pair in order to compete with barrier synchronization.
Overall, synchronization violations and CPI error follow a similar trend, although the
ratio of violations to CPI error varies based on the benchmark. In order to quantify the
overall relation between the violation rate and CPI error, a study is performed correlating
remote violations with CPI error. In addition to CPI, which is a straightforward metric,
there are other architectural metrics of interest. Both CPI error and the violation rate are
also correlated with error for L1 miss rate, L2 miss rate, and DRAM access count.
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Figure 11: Remote violation rate for barrier and random-pair synchronization at varying
quantum sizes.
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Figure 12: CPI deviation from barrier-1 baseline for barrier and random-pair synchroniza-
tion at varying quantum sizes.
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Figure 13: Simulation time, normalized to barrier-1 baseline, for barrier and random-pair
synchronization at varying quantum sizes.
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Figure 14: Correlation of remote violation rate and CPI error against error measured for
other architectural metrics (shown on x-axis). The average omits self-correlation, i.e. the
correlation between CPI and CPI which is 1.
3.3.3 Correlation Study
Figure 14 shows the results of the correlation study. Each bar represents the correlation
between either CPI error or the remote violation rate and another error metric, as labeled
on the x-axis. Sample points consist of all benchmarks and all quantum sizes, with 3 runs
per configuration (see Sec. 3.3.1). As can be expected, both the remote violation rate and
CPI error are correlated with the error rates for other measured architectural metrics. On
average, correlation between remote violations and error for other metrics is only slightly
lower than the correlation using CPI error instead. Using remote violations to predict error
for other architectural metrics is just as accurate as using CPI error.
3.3.4 Architectural Metric Error
Lastly, architectural metric error can be subject to anomalous results where looser synchro-
nization unintuitively reduces CPI error. Figure 15 shows CPI error with varying synchro-
nization intervals for two benchmarks, lu and barnes. In Figure 15a, the error trend for
lu scales as expected—less frequent synchronization results in higher error for all metrics;
however, in Figure 15b the barnes benchmark shows an anomalous dip in CPI error with
looser synchronization and more synchronization violations. This occurs because intervals
where CPI is too high or low relative to the baseline may average out. The averaging ef-
fect for architectural metric error is further examined in Figure 16, which plots CPI over
time for barnes. Because of intervals where CPI is unstable, comparing the average CPI
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Figure 15: Error measured for various architectural metrics at varying barrier synchroniza-
tion intervals.
of the two runs does not fully capture inaccuracies introduced from synchronization error.
Synchronization violations have a baseline of zero violations and thus are not averaged out.
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Figure 16: CPI over time for barnes with barrier synchronization at 1, 10, and 100 cycle
intervals.
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3.4 USING THE VIOLATION RATE TO MEASURE ERROR IN
NETWORK-ON-CHIP SIMULATION
This section evaluates barrier and random-pair synchronization schemes in the context of
parallel NoC simulation, using the error metrics of violation rate and flit latency error. The
error and delay trade-offs for both synchronization schemes are demonstrated at varying
synchronization intervals. This section shows both the violation rate and the flit latency
error follow similar trends. Random-pair synchronization’s performance is shown to be
independent of the synchronization quantum, although it still has an impact on accuracy.
3.4.1 Setup
Simulation evaluation used the Hornet network-on-chip simulator as a baseline, which is
described in Section 2.4.3. Because Hornet simulates each cycle in two clock phases, cycle-
accurate simulation—with no violations—requires a barrier after both the positive and neg-
ative clock edges, which is denoted as barrier-0.5. With loose synchronization, a synchro-
nization call is only made after the negative clock edge every N cycles. For random-pair
synchronization, a synchronization call can still be made after both the positive and neg-
ative clock edges, which is denoted as random-0.5; unlike barrier-0.5, random-0.5 is not
cycle-accurate.
Violations are tracked in a similar manner to that described in Section 3.1 and Figure 5.
To track violations for NoC simulation specifically, each flit tracks its injection time and age—
these are summed to determine the flit’s simulated timestamp. When a flit traverses the
crossbar, its timestamp is compared against the latest timestamp recorded by the crossbar.
If a flit traverses the crossbar with a lower timestamp, a violation is recorded.
Host machine and target network parameters are listed in Table 3. Synthetic traffic
patterns were used to generate events. For the static traffic patterns (bitcomp, shuﬄe,
transpose), each source tile sends packets to one destination tile whose index is determined by
the pattern. For example, with the bitcomp pattern each tile determines packet destinations
by inverting the bits corresponding to its tile index; further details on traffic patterns can be
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Table 3: Machine Setup - NoC Violation Study
Host Machine Dual Socket Xeon E5-2470 @ 2.3GHz
(2x 8 cores w/ HyperThreading). 128GB RAM
Host Threads 32
Target Network 256 tiles
Network Layout 2-D mesh, 16 × 16
Network Routing X-Y dimension-order
Network Routers Mesh, 3-cycle/hop
Traffic 5-flit packets, injection period 100
Patterns bitcomp, shuﬄe, transpose, random
found in the Appendix, Table 8. For random traffic, a remote destination is selected from
all tiles uniformly at random for every generated packet. Each configuration was simulated
three times, with one million cycles per run.
3.4.2 Synchronization Granularity Trends
Figures 17 and 18 show violation rate and latency error, respectively, for barrier and random-
pair synchronization schemes at various synchronization quanta. Barrier-0.5, which synchro-
nizes all threads after each positive and negative edge, serves as a baseline with zero violations
and the highest delay. Using larger synchronization intervals significantly reduces accuracy
for both barrier and random-pair synchronization. Latency error sees a large increase with
the less accurate random-pair schemes, random-5 and random-10.
As with multicore simulation, the violation rate trend appears similar to the trend for
packet latency error. The correlation between the violation rate and average flit latency
error was measured over all runs to be 0.83. Other architectural metrics, such as link
power or utilization, were based solely on the traffic pattern and were independent of the
synchronization scheme.
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Figure 17: Violation rate for barrier and random schemes with 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 cycle
synchronization quantum.
Performance for barrier and random-pair synchronization are shown in Figure 19. Barrier
synchronization steadily speeds up with looser synchronization. For random-pair synchro-
nization, the synchronization quantum does not impact performance heavily; thus it is best
to use a 0.5-cycle quantum (two synchronizations per cycle). The most accurate random-
pair synchronization scheme, random-0.5 has a slightly better performance-accuracy trade-off
compared to barrier-10, the barrier scheme with the closest simulation time. Random-0.5
has a 27.6% lower violation rate and a 25.1% lower latency error; meanwhile, it takes 6.1%
longer to complete simulation.
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Figure 18: Latency error for barrier and random schemes with 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 cycle
synchronization quantum.
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Figure 19: Delay for barrier and random schemes with 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 cycle synchronization
quantum. Values normalized to barrier-0.5.
3.5 CONCLUSION
As more researchers turn to parallel simulation for performance modeling, it becomes more
important to understand and be able to quantify synchronization error. This chapter pro-
filed two existing synchronization schemes, barrier and random-pair, in two separate parallel
simulation settings: multicore simulation and network-on-chip simulation. As part of the
analysis of random-pair synchronization, a wait-signal implementation was introduced for
accurate synchronization on CMP hosts. In addition, this chapter showed that the syn-
chronization violation rate is a good metric for synchronization error. The violation rate is
more easily measurable than architectural metric error in that it does not require a baseline.
Moreover, the violation rate is a good indicator for predicting various architectural metric
error, such as CPI or network latency error, and is not subject to an averaging effect.
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4.0 WEIGHTED-TUPLE SYNCHRONIZATION
This chapter describes a new synchronization policy, weighted-tuple synchronization, which
is a distributed synchronization policy similar to random-pair synchronization. It makes two
key generalizations over random-pair synchronization that lead to improved accuracy: tu-
ple synchronization and weighted target selection. Tuple synchronization involves selecting
multiple synchronization targets at a time. It can be viewed as a generalization of syn-
chronization granularity between random-pair synchronization (where one target is selected)
and barrier synchronization (where all active threads are selected for synchronization). For
weighted target selection, a synchronizing thread selects synchronization targets using a
weighted distribution—the weight is a heuristic such as the number of triggered violations
or the relative difference in simulation times. A portion this chapter was published in [51].
After weighted-tuple synchronization is described, it is evaluated in two simulator set-
tings. The first simulator setting is parallel multicore simulation. In this setting, the default
synchronization quantum is 100 cycles [9]; quanta of ten and one thousand cycles are also
considered. In addition, remote cache accesses are performed directly via a shared memory
access, allowing a thread to access another thread’s state. Thus, a violation only occurs when
a thread makes a remote access with an incorrect timestamp. The second simulator setting
is a parallel network-on-chip simulator. For accurate network simulation, synchronization
occurs between twice a cycle and once every ten cycles [43]. In addition, flits are passed off
between threads as they travel from source to destination; if any of the threads which handle
a flit are unsynchronized, the flit can cause a violation. In this setting, when a flit arrives at
the wrong time, multiple threads are potentially responsible.
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4.1 TUPLE SYNCHRONIZATION
Using the multicore simulation setting, an examination was performed on the number of syn-
chronization “waits” executed (i.e., a thread pausing simulation to wait for another thread);
details on the experiment can be found in Section 3.3. The examination revealed that the
synchronization waits were roughly the same for random-1, random-10, and random-100.
With more frequent synchronization (a smaller quantum), there is a lower probability of
randomly selecting a target with a significantly lower clock. Thus, many synchronization
attempts fail to synchronize with threads that are far behind.
To improve the probability that a synchronization attempt results in the thread actu-
ally waiting for a slower thread, this dissertation introduces a generalized distributed syn-
chronization scheme, tuple synchronization. While random-pair synchronization selects one
synchronization target, under tuple synchronization multiple targets are selected to form a
synchronization tuple. This generalized synchronization scheme encompasses a range of prior
synchronization schemes. At one extreme lies random-pair synchronization, where a thread
selects one synchronization target—resulting in high performance but low accuracy. At the
other extreme lies barrier synchronization, which can be thought of as a case where a thread
selects all other threads as synchronization targets; barrier synchronization maximizes ac-
curacy at the cost of simulation speed. Tuple synchronization generalizes the number of
synchronization targets, allowing for a middle ground which is both accurate and has low
overhead.
Random tuple synchronization, using the wait-signal implementation described in Sec-
tion 3.2, is illustrated in Figure 20 (an example with three targets). Instead of selecting one
thread at random, thread A randomly selects three other threads: B, C and D. Thread A
then compares its simulated time with each target thread. Having progressed further than
threads B and C, thread A schedules itself on the signal lists for both cores B and C (Fig-
ure 20a). Because threadD is ahead of A, it is ignored by thread A during synchronization.
Thread A also keeps a counter in shared memory for the number of outstanding signal list
items before waiting (two in this case). When thread C catches up with thread A, C decre-
ments the outstanding signal counter (Figure 20b). When thread B catches up with thread
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Figure 20: Three target tuple synchronization example using wait-signal.
A, it also decrements the outstanding-signal counter. As thread B decremented the counter
to zero, it signals thread A, allowing threads A to resume simulation (Figure 20c). Threads
B and C continue their own simulation after signaling A. Random tuple synchronization
with an N -cycle quantum and K targets is denoted as random-N T-K.
4.2 WEIGHTED TARGET SELECTION
With random-pair, each thread selects its synchronization target uniformly at random. How-
ever, for a synchronizing thread, some synchronization candidate threads may be more ap-
propriate than others: a candidate thread may cause more violations due to heavier com-
munication or may be progressing slower and need time to catch up. This work proposes
weighted target selection, which assigns synchronization candidate threads a synchronization
weight according to some heuristic. The two heuristics studied here are the violations and
simulated time skew.
4.2.1 Weighted Targets by Violations
To motivate violations as a weighted target heuristic, an analysis was performed on the distri-
bution of violations in a multicore setting using random-pair synchronization (see Section 3.3
for simulation details and Appendix Table 7 for benchmark details). Triggered violations
were tracked and stored into a shared memory structure. For each thread’s violations, the
threads which triggered its violations were sorted by triggered violations and the violations
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Table 4: Violation Coverage from Top 13 Cores
Benchmark Random-10 Random-100 Random-1000
barnes 89% 81% 75%
blackscholes 91& 91% 77%
canneal 78% 76% 46%
lu.ncont 91% 84% 70%
ocean.cont 54% 54% 40%
water.nsq 65% 67% 69%
average 77% 75% 61%
from the top 13 threads (to represent 10% of the 128 total threads) were tallied—this sum
was then averaged across all threads. Table 4 shows the total percentage of violations covered
by the threads which triggered the most violations. The analysis shows a large percentage
of violations are triggered by a relatively small number of threads.
This study motivates the use of a weighted-violation synchronization approach. Instead
of selecting a target uniformly at random, synchronization targets are selected with weight
equal to the number of violations triggered by the thread. If thread A triggered 30% of
core B’s violations, when B selects a target it has a 30% chance of picking thread A. The
weighted-violation scheme with a quantum of N cycles is denoted as weighted-vio-N .
4.2.2 Weighted Targets by Clock Skew
Depending on the simulation setting, violations may not be concentrated into a small number
of threads. In addition, for some simulations messages interact with more than two threads.
For example, in network-on-chip simulation, a flit passes through multiple tiles between
the source and destination. The flit’s arrival time at the destination is thus determined by
multiple threads. If the flit does cause a violation, it is still unclear which threads should be
synchronized.
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The second weighted heuristic this work investigates is synchronizing with weight equal
to a thread’s clock skew relative to the synchronizing thread—the synchronizing thread com-
pares its simulated time with synchronization candidate’s simulated time (which is accessed
through shared memory). For example, a thread is twice as likely to synchronize with a
thread which is 200 cycles behind than a thread which is 100 cycles behind. Because threads
synchronize more often with the slowest threads, weighing targets based on the simulated
time differential will reduce the overall clock skew in the system; however, the random el-
ement ensures synchronizing threads do not all select and wait for the same target thread.
This weighted scheme is denoted as weighted-time-N .
4.2.3 Combining Tuple Synchronization with Weighted Target Selection
Weighted-tuple synchronization is derived by combining weighted target selection with tuple
synchronization. At each synchronization period, each thread forms a synchronization tuple
by selecting one or more synchronization targets. The synchronizing threads’ targets are
selected with varying weight—either based on their violation trigger rate or their current
time difference. A weighted-tuple scheme using a quantum size of N which selects K targets
per synchronization attempt is denoted as weighted-vio-N T-K when weighing by violations
and as weighted-time-N T-K when weighing by clock skew.
4.3 WEIGHTED-TUPLE FOR MULTICORE SIMULATION
The first study analyzing weighted-tuple synchronization targets parallel multicore simula-
tion to analyze the error delay trade-off. Unless otherwise stated, error is measured as the
remote violation rate, and delay is the simulation time for the region of interest. A combined
metric, error×delay, is used to directly compare different synchronization schemes in order
to represent the trade-off between error and simulation time. The multiplicative error×delay
metric is not well defined when error approaches zero, but does allow comparisons between
synchronization schemes with non-zero error (e.g., when the quantum size is at least 100
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cycles). While error×delay does not do a good job of expressing behavior for barrier-1 and
barrier-10, these schemes have prohibitively high synchronization costs and are unlikely to
be of interest to researchers using parallel simulators for multicore architecture research.
Error, delay, and error×delay are evaluated for synchronization quanta of 10, 100 and 1000
cycles. The synchronization schemes evaluated are barrier, random-tuple, and weighted-tuple
synchronization.
Violations are tracked during simulation both to measure error and for weighted-violation
target selection. Each thread maintains a structure in shared memory storing its violations
and the distribution of threads triggering violations; this is updated by other threads as they
trigger violations. Because threads host a single core and directly access cache state for their
core, the violation trigger distribution used for weighted-violation target selection is fairly
representative of a core’s access traffic.
Full-system multicore simulators must model system and synchronization calls; these calls
can cause the thread’s functional progress to become blocked (such as waiting for a barrier
executed by the simulated program). When a thread’s functional simulation becomes blocked
by a system call, its timing progress is also blocked. To avoid deadlock, a blocked simulation
thread immediately notifies all threads waiting for it to resume simulation (or decreases
the signal counter for tuple synchronization). Threads blocked by simulated system calls
are never the target for synchronization, and are additionally excluded for weighted-time
synchronization as potential targets as a blocked thread’s simulated time tends to lag far
behind until it becomes unblocked.
4.3.1 Evaluation
This evaluation used the Sniper multicore simulator described in Section 2.4.2, which was
modified for precise synchronization and violation tracking as described in Section 3.3.1.
The simulation was set up in the same manner as Section 3.3; host and target machine
parameters can be found in Table 2. The same benchmarks used in Section 3.3 were used
here—benchmark details can be found in Appendix A, Table 7. Unless otherwise stated, error
denotes the remote violation rate. Because random-1 was shown to have nearly-identical error
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Figure 21: Error for random, weighted-vio, and weighted-time target selection with 1 syn-
chronization target for 10, 100, and 1000 cycle synchronization quanta.
as random-10 in Section 3.3, results for a quantum size of 1 are omitted for the multicore
simulation setting.
4.3.2 Weighted Targets
A comparison between uniform random, weighted-vio and weighted-time target selection
schemes is shown in Figure 21. Weighted-time shows poor accuracy compared to weighted-
violation target selection in this simulation setting, especially at smaller synchronization
intervals. As core-to-core communication is very localized, weighted-time synchronization
wastes synchronization opportunities on cores which are unlikely to cause violations. The
remaining results for multicore simulation omit weighted-time synchronization and focus on
weighted-vio target selection.
Figures 22, 23, and 24 illustrate error (violation rate), delay (simulation time), and
error×delay for quantum sizes of 10, 100, and 1000, respectively. Error× delay is normal-
ized to barrier synchronization. Random tuple and weighted-violation tuple synchronization
schemes are evaluated in addition to the barrier baseline.
Accuracy and performance by using weighted-vio random synchronization without tuple
synchronization can be seen by examining the weighted-vio T1 bars. Compared to random-
pair, weighted-vio-T1 synchronization has an average 20% reduction in violations for 10-
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cycle synchronization, a 9% reduction for 100-cycle synchronization, and a 13% increase
in violations with 1000-cycle synchronization. From Table 4 on page 43, there is worse
coverage for the top violation-triggering cores at larger quantum sizes. With infrequent
synchronization, cores drift apart more, making any synchronization target a candidate for a
significant number of violations and as such, useful for reducing error rate. Thus, keeping an
even distribution of synchronization targets by selecting targets uniformly at random does
a better job of reducing violations for large quantum sizes.
4.3.3 Tuple Synchronization
Synchronizing with 2 or 4 targets improves error at all synchronization quanta, as shown
by the random T2 and random T4 bars. The fidelity improvement is especially noticeable
for the shorter 10-cycle quantum, where random-pair has poor accuracy. With random
target selection, 2 and 4 targets reduce the violation rate by 28% and 58%, respectively, over
random-pair. As expected, using more synchronization targets incurs additional overheads:
random T2 and T4 are 30% and 72% slower than random-pair. Despite the performance
loss, error×delay improvements from T2 and T4 tuple synchronization are 7% and 30%,
respectively.
While smaller improvements are observed at 100-cycle and 1000-cycle quanta, tuple
synchronization also incurs lower overhead and overall is still beneficial; average error×delay
improvements from random-pair to random T4 are 25% and 5% for 100 and 1000 cycle
quanta, respectively. Because random-pair does a better job of selecting targets with larger
quanta, adding additional synchronization targets results in a smaller accuracy improvement.
For example, random-1000 T4 has 18% fewer average violations than random-1000.
While tuple synchronization generally improves accuracy over random-pair, it also retains
improved performance compared to barrier synchronization for a beneficial middle ground.
Random T4 has 20%, 10%, and 8% shorter average simulation times compared to barrier
with 10, 100, and 1000-cycle synchronization, respectively.
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Figure 22: Error, delay, and error×delay for random and weighted-vio schemes with 1, 2,
and 4 synchronization targets for a 10-cycle quantum.
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Figure 23: Error, delay, and error×delay for random and weighted-vio schemes with 1, 2,
and 4 synchronization targets for a 100-cycle quantum.
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Figure 24: Error, delay, and error×delay for random and weighted-vio schemes with 1, 2,
and 4 synchronization targets for a 1000-cycle quantum.
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4.3.4 Weighted-Tuple Synchronization
Combining the use of synchronization tuples with weighted-vio target selection further im-
proves simulation fidelity for smaller quantum sizes, illustrated by the weighted-vio TK bars.
Weighted-vio-T4 has 65% and 35% lower error×delay versus random-pair with 10 and 100
cycle quanta respectively, and an 0.3% higher error×delay for the 1000-cycle quantum.
A surprising result is that weighted-100 T4 has lower error than barrier-100 for all bench-
marks, with a 28% reduction in the violation rate. This is due to the activity surge when a
barrier is released. With a large number of target cores, native simulation results in many
more simulation threads than host cores. As the last thread reaches the barrier, all threads
become active and contend for host cores. As a limited number of simulation threads are
allowed to execute at a time, the core clocks will drift apart. With a decentralized synchro-
nization scheme like weighted-tuple, threads wait independently of each other. In contrast
to barrier, this keeps simulation progress steady. Moreover, the threads which do drift apart
and are not synchronized are unlikely to cause violations with one another because of the
violation-weighted target selection.
The average error and delay trends for weighted-tuple with varying quantum size are
shown in Figure 25—values are normalized to barrier-100. The accuracy for the weighted-vio
T4 scheme scales down with shorter synchronization intervals, especially when compared
to the error trend for random T1. Delay does decrease significantly moving from 10-cycle
to 100-cycle synchronization with 4 synchronization targets, which offsets the reduction in
fidelity for a roughly equivalent error×delay. Relative to the barrier-100 baseline, weighted-
vio T4 synchronization has 42% and 41% reductions with 10 and 100 cycle synchronization
intervals, respectively; weighted-vio-1000 T4 has 10% higher error×delay.
4.3.5 CPI Error
In Fig. 26 CPI error is substituted for remote violation rate as the error metric for a 100-cycle
synchronization quantum, with CPI error shown in Fig. 26a and CPI error×delay shown in
Fig. 26b. Because CPI error is less predictable, the scheme with the lowest error×delay is
weighted-vio-100 T2 with a 38.9% improvement over random-pair and a 6.8% improvement
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Figure 25: Error, delay, and error×delay for random and weighted-vio (w-vio) schemes with
1, 2, and 4 synchronization targets for 10, 100, and 1000 cycle synchronization intervals.
Values normalized to barrier-100.
over barrier. As shown in Section 3.3, the relation between CPI error and the violation
rate varies from benchmark to benchmark; however, the relative accuracy of synchroniza-
tion schemes when using CPI error is similar to the trend when using the violation rate
(Figure 23a).
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Figure 26: Error and error×delay, where error is represented by CPI error, for random and
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4.4 WEIGHTED-TUPLE FOR NETWORK-ON-CHIP SIMULATION
This section evaluates weighted-tuple synchronization for NoC simulation. The barrier-0.5
policy serves as the baseline, with no violations and the longest simulation time. The error
metrics examined are violation rate and packet latency deviation from the baseline.
To track the violation trigger distribution for weighted target selection, each time a vi-
olation occurs the destination thread records the violating flit’s source tile’s thread. The
distribution of source thread violations is used by weighted target selection to select syn-
chronization targets. A key difference with the multicore simulator setting from Section 4.3
is that each thread in the Hornet NoC simulator simulates multiple tiles. Unlike multicore
simulation, where the violation trigger distribution is representative of core-to-core traffic
patterns, in NoC simulation the violation trigger distribution is an aggregation of violations
for all tiles simulated by a thread. Furthermore, a flit can cause violations at any step along
its path, not just its destination; thus there is a degree of topology-based locality added to
the violation trigger distribution.
4.4.1 Evaluation
Weighted-tuple synchronization was evaluated using the Hornet NoC simulator. The simu-
lation was set up in the same manner as Section 3.4; host and target machine parameters
are listed in Table 3. As shown in Fig. 19, using a 0.5-cycle synchronization interval (syn-
chronization after both positive and negative clock edges) had the same performance as a
1-cycle synchronization interval for distributed synchronization schemes (random-pair and
weighted-tuple); moreover, accuracy was better for 0.5-cycle intervals. Thus, only 0.5-cycle
interval results are shown for distributed synchronization schemes.
Uniform random, weighted-violation, and weighted-time target selection are evaluated
with 1, 2, 4, and 8 targets. Error, represented as violation rate and latency error, is shown
in Figures 27 and 28, respectively. Figure 29 illustrates delay. All distributed schemes run
much faster than barrier-0.5 and barrier-1; simulation times are comparable to barrier-10.
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4.4.2 Weighted Target Selection
Weighing target selection by violations does not reduce error compared to uniform ran-
dom target selection for network-on-chip simulation. For network-on-chip simulation, each
message passes through multiple tiles—a clock skew in any intermediate tile can cause a
violation. Thus, minimizing clock skew is better for this type of simulation (where messages
interact with more than two threads).
Using clock skew as the heuristic for weighted target selection reduces error significantly.
For single-target synchronization, weighing target selection with clock skew reduces average
error to 6.8% for the violation rate and 2.3% latency error on average. Compared to uniform
random target selection, weighing by clock skew reduces error by 47.7%. The error reduction
brings weighted-time-1t very close to barrier-1 even before adding tuple synchronization. The
weighted-time synchronization scheme does run somewhat slower than the other distributed
synchronization schemes, likely because the memory locations corresponding to each thread’s
synchronization time are more heavily contended for than those corresponding to violation
rates.
4.4.3 Tuple Synchronization
Increasing the number of synchronization targets steadily improves accuracy for all target
selection policies. Violations from 1T to 8T decrease by 57.2%, 47.5%, and 82.5% for ran-
dom, weighted-vio, and weighted-time target selection, respectively. Simulation slows down
somewhat with more targets, but is still much faster than barrier with 0.5 or 1-cycle syn-
chronization. Overall, random-8t has 7.2% fewer violations and reduces simulation time by
51.0% compared to barrier-1.
4.4.4 Weighted-Tuple Synchronization
As in the multicore simulation setting, combining weighted target selection with tuple syn-
chronization further improves accuracy. The 47.7% lower violation rate weighted-time has
over random for one target increases to a 77.0% violation rate reduction for eight target
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Figure 27: Violation rate for random and weighted schemes 1, 2, 4, and 8 synchronization
targets, synchronizing twice every cycle. Barrier-1 and barrier-10 are included for reference.
synchronization. Weighted-time with two or more targets is both more accurate and faster
than barrier-1 synchronization, reducing the violtion rate by 84.8% and simulation time by
40.8% with eight targets. Unless absolute accuracy is required (barrier-0.5), weighted-tuple
synchronization is a superior form of loose synchronization in both accuracy and perfor-
mance.
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Figure 28: Latency error for random and weighted schemes 1, 2, 4, and 8 synchronization
targets, synchronizing twice every cycle. Barrier-1 and barrier-10 are included for reference.
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4.5 CONCLUSION
This chapter introduced weighted-tuple synchronization. Weighted-tuple synchronization is
a lightweight, distributed synchronization scheme with two components to improve accuracy
over random-pair synchronization. First, tuple synchronization generalizes the synchroniza-
tion thread granularity beyond one thread used by random-pair, allowing threads to synchro-
nize with multiple targets. The synchronization tuple increases the probability of selecting
a good synchronization target. Second, synchronization targets are selected with varying
weights with two heuristics evaluated in this work. Because most violations are triggered
by a small number of cores, a thread can synchronize more precisely by weighing the prob-
ability of selecting a synchronization target to favor cores which trigger the most violations.
In addition, a thread can synchronize using the difference in simulated time to synchronize
with the slowest threads. The resulting new scheme, weighted-tuple synchronization, im-
proves accuracy to be competitive with barrier synchronization while retaining a significant
performance advantage.
Weighted-tuple synchronization is experimentally evaluated for both parallel multicore
simulation and parallel NoC simulation against both barrier and random-pair synchroniza-
tion. Tuple synchronization significantly improves accuracy at the cost of some performance,
especially at smaller synchronization intervals. For weighted target selection, multicore sim-
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ulation benefits the most from weighing by violations because accesses between cores are
point-to-point. Weighted-violation T4 synchronization outperforms barrier synchronization
at a synchronization interval of 100 in both accuracy and performance, with a 41% lower
average error×delay.
For NoC simulation, flits pass from tile to tile and are affected by the synchronization of
multiple threads. Again, tuple synchronization significantly improves accuracy; unlike with
multicore simulation, very little performance penalty is observed from adding synchronization
targets. For the NoC simulation setting, weighted-time synchronization was found to be
the superior target selection technique. Using clock skew as the target selection heuristic,
weighted-tuple was shown to be more accurate and faster than the loose synchronization
scheme with the best accuracy, barrier-1. Compared to the barrier-0.5 baseline, weighted-
time T8 synchronization showed an 0.3% average network latency error while being 42%
faster.
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5.0 RECIPROCAL ABSTRACTION FOR CO-SIMULATION
With growing interest in manycore architectures, researchers often need to study a specialized
uncore or off-chip component. State-of-the-art core simulators generally do not model these
components in detail or with acceptable performance. Similarly, specialized component
simulators do not model the cores in detail. Researchers interested in modeling both must
integrate the two simulators; however, integration is often not possible for parallel simulators
or when simulators use varying levels of abstraction.
Simulators model hardware elements at varying abstraction levels as described in Sec-
tion 2.3. Often, simplified core models use multi-cycle time advancement and calculate
instruction latencies atomically. In addition, parallel simulators which use loose synchro-
nization also have multi-cycle time advancement from the perspective of other threads. A
simulator using multi-cycle time advancement cannot be directly integrated with a cycle-
level simulator; the multi-cycle simulators model one instruction at a time, which prevents
the cycle-level simulator from modeling contention between multiple requests generated by
different instructions.
Because direct integration is not always possible, it is common practice to develop the
two architectures independently [42]. This involves feeding a traffic trace from one simulator
into the other. For example, a general architecture simulator such as GEM5 [7] or Sniper [9]
is used to generate a trace of network or main memory accesses. The trace is then fed
into a dedicated simulator such as Hornet [43] or Booksim [34] (for network simulation); or
DRAMSim2 [66] (for memory simulation). A key limitation of traces is that they are static;
the timing between trace items is not affected by, and does not accurately reflect, the latency
of trace item requests.
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Figure 30: Overview of reciprocal abstraction for co-simulation. Each simulator contains
an abstract model of the other with stimuli and feedback being sent through a reciprocal
abstraction layer.
This chapter describes reciprocal abstraction, which enables accurate co-simulation of
computer architecture components modeled with different abstraction levels. An overview
of reciprocal abstraction is shown in Fig. 30. Each simulator relies on abstract modeling for
a component it does not model in detail; the abstract model has a corresponding detailed
model handled by the other simulator. The reciprocal abstraction layer provides a bridge
between the two simulators to translate the data from each detailed simulator to be used in
the corresponding abstract model of the other. This reciprocal abstraction layer also provides
the means to accommodate differences in the abstraction levels of the detailed simulators
comprising the co-simulation. This work was originally published in [50].
Reciprocal abstraction improves accuracy when co-simulation targets have different ab-
straction levels. When this is the case, direct integration is not feasible (see Sec. 5.1 for
further details). When components can be directly integrated, reciprocal abstraction does
not provide an accuracy improvement. However, in Chapter 6, the potential performance
benefit from reciprocal abstraction is explored—reciprocal abstraction can thus be applied
when co-simulated components operate on the same level of abstraction for improved per-
formance.
The accuracy benefits of reciprocal abstraction are demonstrated in the setting of a
manycore architecture with an on-chip network, where a parallel full-system simulator us-
ing a simplified core model and abstract network model generates traffic for a cycle-level
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NoC simulator. A trace-driven approach is compared with reciprocal abstraction. As a
consequence of using a simplified core pipeline model, this full system model uses “atomic”
performance estimation where the impact of resource utilization is computed all at once and
considers resource contention only indirectly. Moreover, as the full system simulator em-
ploys loose synchronization, it is likely that resource requests occur out-of-order from how
they would have occurred in a cycle-level simulator. While, in this dissertation, this situa-
tion is studied in the context of on-chip networks, it can apply equally well to high-fidelity
implementations of other system components such as caches, main memory, or I/O.
5.1 CHALLENGES WITH DIRECT INTEGRATION
In order to accurately model core and network models, integration is required. Serial, cycle-
accurate simulators like M5 [8] and Garnet [1] can be directly integrated, but are also very
slow when considering hundreds of cores in a target system—simulating one thousand cores
for one second would take a year to complete [67]. Simulators which take advantage of
core pipeline abstraction or loose synchronization can simulate manycore architectures in
a reasonable amount of time. However, such simulators are unable to directly integrate
detailed network models.
The first challenge preventing direct integration between the core and network models
is the abstraction of the core model pipeline (described in Section 2.3). Instead of exactly
simulating the reorder buffer and pipeline state, the cost of each instruction is used to
approximate the state of the reorder buffer and track the number of in-flight instructions.
However, this means that each instruction needs to determine its full latency atomically,
including its network latency. Atomic instruction processing by the core simulator conflicts
with cycle-accurate network models, where packets must remain active in the network from
injection time to ejection time in order to correctly simulate contention. Furthermore, a
detailed network model should model contention between multiple outstanding requests;
with atomic instruction processing each core can have at most one active request.
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Simulators which use a binary instrumentation front-end for functional simulation also
tend to use atomic instruction processing [9, 48, 67]. When the timing model simulation
occurs within instrumented code, each instruction’s timing must be resolved before the next
instruction is simulated. As with abstract core models, an instrumented timing model leads
to atomic instruction processing which prevents direct integration with cycle-accurate con-
tention models. The Manifold simulator [76] also uses a binary instrumentation front-end,
but buffers decoded instructions for processing by dedicated timing simulation threads. This
allows multiple instructions contend with one another in the timing model. However, when
functional simulation results are buffered for the timing simulation, an incorrect control
flow can arise when the two models disagree on event orderings [15]. Specifically in the
case of Manifold, race conditions may be resolved differently when modeling multi-threaded
programs—for example, a thread may enter a critical region immediately after a long latency
instruction which would have normally led to another thread entering the critical region first.
The second challenge for direct integration is the different synchronization granularities
used by the separate parallel simulators. It has been demonstrated that relatively loose
synchronization tends not to introduce significant errors for core simulation [9,13], primarily
because the communication time between cores is, at minimum, the L1 access latency plus
the L2 access latency plus network travel time. For the NoC, however, flits typically traverse
links in a single cycle. In these situations, finer-grained synchronization is necessary for
parallel NoC simulators. Manycore simulators using dynamic instrumentation and loose
synchronization consider synchronization intervals of hundreds or thousands of cycles [9,
48, 67]. A parallel NoC simulator, Hornet [43], studies shorter synchronization intervals of
1-50 cycles due to the reduced lookahead time in NoC simulation. Integration between the
two models would require them to use the same synchronization interval; if events can occur
anywhere within the larger synchronization interval the smaller synchronization interval loses
meaning. Matching synchronization granularities would lead to either a drop in performance
for the core model or a drop in accuracy for the network model.
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Figure 31: Illustration of co-simulation of core and network simulators.
5.2 RECIPROCAL ABSTRACTION FOR CORE AND NETWORK
CO-SIMULATION
The reciprocal abstraction framework for co-simulation of a parallel core simulator with a
network simulator is shown in Fig. 31. For the core and network case studied in this work,
both the abstract and detailed network models receive the same input (network packets).
The core simulator relies on an abstract network model when the memory hierarchy generates
network messages for packet latencies. Packets are placed into a trace buffer, which acts as
an abstract core model for the network. The network simulator processes packets from the
trace, and later updates the abstract network model with statistics regarding interval packet
latency for more accurate latency estimates by the abstract model.
To integrate the core and network timing models, simulation is broken up into time step
intervals. Simulation for each interval follows these steps, shown in Fig. 32:
1. The core simulator runs while relying on the abstract network model for packet latencies.
2. A network traffic trace is saved in a buffer.
3. The core simulator is paused and control is switched to the detailed network simulator.
4. The network simulator simulates the trace, which represents an abstract core model.
5. The network simulator finishes and the core simulator takes back control.
6. Network statistics from the previous interval update the abstract network model.
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Figure 32: Feedback-driven co-simulation alternating between core and network simulators.
5.2.1 Network Traffic Trace
As the core simulator’s abstract network model estimates packet latencies, it generates trace
events which act as stimuli for the detailed network model. Core traffic can be heavily
skewed in multi-threaded programs; the trace event buffer between the core and network
models was designed to handle uneven traffic by using a set of linked lists shown in Fig 33.
The trace buffer is divided into many smaller trace chunks; initially, each core thread reserves
a single chunk and writes trace items sequentially into the chunk. When a chunk is filled, a
free chunk is found and reserved—the end of the filled chunk acts as a tail pointer pointing
towards the newly reserved trace chunk. A trace chunk is determined to be free if the last
trace item’s timestamp is less than the elapsed time of the network model. During network
simulation, each tile’s injector processes trace items sequentially until it reaches the end of
a chunk, at which point it follows the tail pointer to a new trace chunk.
Detailed
Network
A B B B
Network
Tile A
Network
Tile B
Abstract
Network
Trace
Buffer
Network
Tile A
Network
Tile B
Figure 33: Trace buffer structure used for Reciprocal Abstraction.
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5.2.2 Network Simulation
After executing for an interval (t, t+w], the core simulator checks whether it should switch
to the network simulator. This occurs when all cores have advanced their simulation time
since the previous network interval, in which case the network model is set to simulate all
events up to the minimum core simulation time. However, cores can become blocked due
to system calls and thus fail to advance time even after executing the barrier. To prevent
the core model from executing for too long, if core simulation advances beyond the network
simulation by some threshold, a switch is forced. The network simulator is then directed to
simulate until it catches up to the core simulation.
When the network model is switched to, all core threads are paused and the network
threads simulate the trace items in its specified window of cycles. Network simulation pro-
ceeds it would in a standalone situation, although additional statistics are stored for the
window being simulated, which are used to update the abstract network model once detailed
network simulation completes.
5.2.3 Feedback Update Strategies
Within the general feedback-driven framework described above, the detailed network model
can update the abstract network model using different strategies. As a baseline, each network
router uses the most recent average latency for flits traversing the router during detailed
simulation.
There are two primary considerations for updating an abstract model’s latency. The first
is what form of temporal prediction to use. Given average latencies, L1 and L2 for intervals
I1 and I2 respectively, the average latency L3 for I3 is predicted as one of the following:
• previous : Use the most recent information, set the latency to that measured in the
previous interval: L3 = L2
• moving average: Use a value in between the two most recent intervals, set the latency to
a moving average: L3 = avg(L1, L2)
• linear : Assume latency will continue its upward or downward trend, make a linear pre-
diction: L3 = L2 + ∆(L1, L2), where ∆(L1, L2) = L2 − L1
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Figure 34: Prediction function specificity. In 34a, a single average hop latency used for the
entire network. In 34b, each network tile uses its own average hop latency. In 34c, each tile
uses a table indexed by packet load.
The second consideration is how specifically to treat packets—how many separate pre-
diction functions should be used? These schemes are illustrated Fig. 34. At one extreme the
abstract model can maintain a single average hop latency for the whole network (Fig. 34a).
Another option is to break down packet travel by hop and keep separate prediction func-
tions for each router (Fig. 34b). Load-latency curves [57] can provide more specificity, further
breaking down flits traversing a router based on the router’s current load (Fig. 34c).
For load-latency curves, load is defined as the number of packets which have passed
through the router recently, and is separated into bins for a table lookup. Packet load is
tracked in windows of 64 cycles as in [57]. For this work, the core timing model does not
model packets in order, so load from one model does not translate well to the other. Because
of this, load-latency table lookup uses load measured by the abstract network model—this
load is passed to the detailed network model and used to calculate the average hop latency
for the appropriate load bin. The abstract model is a window-based contention model (see
Fig. 2)—the number of packets which arrived in the load window is calculated by dividing the
busy time by the packet occupancy time (3 cycles). For evaluation, the per-router average
(Fig. 34b) and a load-based table lookup (Fig. 34c) were used.
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5.2.4 Generalizing Reciprocal Abstraction
Reciprocal abstraction is generalizable to other simulated components besides an on-chip
network. There are two major component-specific considerations for applying reciprocal
abstraction to a component model:
• The abstract component model used by the full-system simulation and the necessary
feedback to train it.
• The stimulus from the full-system simulation to the detailed component simulation.
A variety of abstract component models have been researched to improve simulation speeds,
which are described in Section 2.3. Categorically, they are either empirical (no knowledge of
architecture) or mechanistic (assumes knowledge about the underlying architecture). For this
work evaluating core and NoC co-simulation, the network model uses an empirical contention
model, where the hop latency is trained over time. Other contention-based structures can
also use an empirical contention models; these include memory controllers and network-on-
chip routers. Mechanistic abstract models are useful when a hardware structure’s latency is
dependent on specifics in the workload such as memory addresses. StatStack [22] presents a
mechanistic model for an LRU cache which depends on address reuse distance. Similarly, a
mechanistic model can be used for branch prediction, where hits and misses depend on the
branch instruction address, as presented in [23].
The stimulus from the full-system simulator to the component simulation is most often
a trace of accesses or requests. For NoC simulation, packet trace information includes the
source, destination, size and injection time. For memory accesses, an address and timestamp
may be sufficient. Some abstract models can be trained on only a subset of the total requests.
For example, in the cache model StatStack [22], cache accesses are sampled hierarchically.
Sampling is effective when a component can be partition and the behavior for one partition
can be generalized to others. Sampling is not as effective for contention models, where all
accesses generate contention.
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5.3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate reciprocal abstraction, this work uses a core simulator coupled with a network-
on-chip simulator. First, the inaccuracy of a trace-based approach is established. To measure
error, the simulators are run in isolation and the network packet latencies assumed by the
core simulator’s abstract model and those simulated in detail by the network are compared.
This work then shows that the change in network latencies would have, in turn, impacted
the core model’s performance and traffic injection rate.
Once the inaccuracy of isolated simulation is established, the benefit of reciprocal abstrac-
tion is demonstrated. When both simulators are run loosely integrated under the reciprocal
abstraction framework, the difference in network latency is significantly reduced. The re-
sulting changes to the core simulator’s cycles-per-instruction (CPI) and injected packets is
demonstrated.
Two L2 cache organizations are evaluated: private and shared. In the private configu-
ration, each core has a private L2 cache; the cache slices are kept coherent using the MESI
protocol. For private caches, network traffic consists of coherence traffic and traffic to the
interleaved memory controllers. Much of the coherence traffic is not on the critical path;
thus it adds to network traffic but does not directly impact performance.
A distributed shared or NUCA cache [36] is also evaluated. Under a shared configuration,
all L2 caches logically form a single cache. Physically, the address space is interleaved at the
block level amongst the cache slices. In this configuration, there is no L2 coherence traffic,
but all L2 accesses may need to access the network. Thus, there is more network traffic and
network traffic has a greater impact on core performance.
5.3.1 Setup
For evaluation, the Sniper parallel multicore simulator (see Section 2.4.2) is used for the
core simulator, and the Hornet parallel network simulator (see Section 2.4.3) is used for the
network simulator. Upon initialization, Sniper launches a pool of threads which act as Hornet
threads. Sniper threads synchronize every 100 cycles, while the Hornet threads synchronize
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twice a cycle (at each ”positive” and ”negative” clock edge). The loosely-integrated simulator
switches between core and network modes at barrier boundaries so only one simulator has
active threads at a given time.
Hornet was modified from the release version to work with reciprocal abstraction as
detailed in Sec. 5.2. In addition, several modifications were made to reduce its memory foot-
print. By default, Hornet relies on flow tables for routing and channel allocation. However,
for a network with N tiles, there are N2 flows (one for each source, destination pair), which
results in large routing tables. For this evaluation, the tables were replaced with routing
functions—basic routing functions for dimension order and O1TURN [68] routing were im-
plemented. In addition, several structures which were re-allocated every cycle were modified
to be allocated only once.
The target machine used for evaluation is a 256-core machine, with cores arranged on a
16x16 mesh. Host and target machine specifics are listed in Table 5. Benchmark details can
be found in the Appendix, Table 7. All benchmarks are run for a maximum of 10 million
cycles per core, which is equivalent to 160 million cycles for a 16-core machine.
5.3.2 Inaccuracy of Using a Component Simulator in Isolation
This section shows that the detailed simulation of either the core or network when using
an abstract model of the other in isolation leads to inaccuracy. First, core simulation is
performed using an abstract network model in isolation; a trace of generated traffic is then
fed into a detailed network model. Experiments show that the trace of generated traffic
can lead to saturation. After getting statistics from the detailed network simulator; the
calculated packet latencies are fed back to the core simulator to show the impact of network
latencies on core CPI. This CPI change would, in turn, impact network traffic generation.
Thus, the trace-driven approach where both simulators are run in isolation eliminates an
important feedback loop required for accurate simulation.
The average hop latency generated by the multicore simulator’s abstract network model
(using the contention model described in Section 2.3) was compared against the latency
generated by the detailed network model. The trace of network traffic generated when
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Table 5: Reciprocal Abstraction Host and Target Machine Parameters
Host Machine Dual Socket Xeon X5680 @ 3.3GHz
(2x 6 cores w/ HyperThreading). 96GB RAM
Core Simulator
Core 2GHz, in-order commit with out-of-order memory accesses
Memory 32KB, 4-way private L1 Instruction Cache
Hierarchy 32KB, 4-way private L1 Data Cache
512KB, 16-way private or shared L2 Cache with GHB prefetcher
Main Memory Controller’s interleaved every 8 tiles
50ns access latency
Network Model
Layout 16 × 16 mesh
Pipeline Stages 3
Virtual Queues 4 per link
Virtual Queue Size 8 flits
Routing X-Y
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Figure 35: Average Hop Latency for: abstract network model assuming no contention
(ABS - no contention), abstract network model using contention model from Fig. 2 (ABS -
contention), and detailed network model. Traffic for detailed model is generated by using
the traffic trace from ABS-contention. Simulation uses private L2 caches.
using abstract network model’s trace is used as input for the detailed network simulation.
First, a private L2 configuration is studied; Fig. 35 shows measured hop latencies for three
models: an abstract model assuming no contention for a hop latency of three cycles (ABS-
no contention), an abstract model assuming simple contention (ABS-contention), and a
detailed network model (detailed) with traffic generated by the ABS-contention model.
Hop latencies are normalized to hop latencies generated by the ABS-no contention model.
Hop latencies estimated by the abstract model differ substantially from those generated by
the detailed model. In some cases, the detailed network simulation becomes saturated; even
in benchmarks which do not reach network saturation, average network latencies differ by
45%.
The hop latencies generated by the detailed model from Fig. 35 are then fed back into
the abstract network model and the core simulator is rerun using the new network latencies,
labeled as ABS-fixed. Fig. 36 shows the simulated CPI and network injection rate compared
to the initial simulation run with the core simulator in isolation. The experiment shows an
overcompensation of network latencies, as the generated network traffic has now decreased.
In a real system, higher network latencies would have translated into lower core throughput
and naturally throttled the network traffic. Network traffic, latency, and core throughput
have a cyclical dependency. This interaction is missed when simulating the models in isola-
tion.
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Figure 36: Average CPI and network traffic generated by the core simulator running with
an isolated abstract network model. The abstract models are: contention queue model
from Fig. 2 (ABS - contention) and a fixed-latency model using latencies generated by the
detailed network model from 35 (ABS - fixed). Simulation uses private L2 caches.
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Figure 37: Average Hop Latency for: abstract network model assuming no contention
(ABS - no contention), abstract network model using contention model from Fig. 2 (ABS -
contention), and detailed network model. Traffic for detailed model is generated by using
the traffic trace from ABS-contention. Simulation uses shared L2 caches.
This experiment is repeated for a distributed shared L2 configuration. The hop latency
estimation from the abstract model is compared against the detail model’s simulated latency
in Figure 37. As seen with private caches, many benchmarks reach saturation when fed
a trace generated by the abstract model. Hop latency deviation is greater for a shared
configuration compared to private, as more network traffic is generated from L2 accesses
traversing the network.
The network latencies from Figure 37 are fed back into Sniper’s abstract network model
to show the impact isolated simulation has on the core simulation. Average core CPI is shown
in Figure 38a and the number of injected packets is shown in Figure 38b. Compared to the
private cache organization, core performance is even further from the original simulation
using only the abstract model; this is due to both the higher network latency and the
greater dependence between core performance and network latency. Modeling the interaction
between the core and component models is even more important when the component model
heavily impacts core performance, as is the case for a distributed shared cache configuration.
5.3.3 Reciprocal Abstraction Error Impact
To evaluate reciprocal abstraction, network latency error is compared between the isolated
simulation approach used in the previous section with reciprocal abstraction. For both
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Figure 38: Average CPI and network traffic generated by the core simulator running with
an isolated abstract network model. The abstract models are: contention queue model
from Fig. 2 (ABS - contention) and a fixed-latency model using latencies generated by the
detailed network model from 37 (ABS - fixed). Simulation uses shared L2 caches.
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Figure 39: Average packet latency error for ABS-contention, RA-previous, RA-moving
average, and RA-linear schemes. Results are normalized to error for ABS-contention.
Simulation uses private L2 caches.
configurations, a trace of network accesses is passed to a detailed NoC simulator. To measure
packet latency error, the estimated latency from the abstract model is compared with the
cycle-accurate latency from the detailed model for each packet; the packet’s latency error
is the difference between the two latencies. The following temporal prediction schemes,
described in Section 5.2.3, are compared:
• ABS-contention: baseline where the core simulator relies on the abstract contention
model for all network latencies.
• RA-previous : Reciprocal-Abstraction approach which uses the previous temporal pre-
diction scheme.
• RA-moving average: Reciprocal-Abstraction approach which uses the moving average
temporal prediction scheme.
• RA-linear : Reciprocal-Abstraction approach which uses the linear temporal prediction
scheme.
5.3.3.1 Reciprocal Abstraction for Private L2 Caches Fig. 39 shows the average
packet latency error comparing temporal prediction schemes, using per-router average la-
tency. The best temporal prediction scheme varies with workload, indicating the need for a
more adaptive scheme. For fluidanimate, latency estimation is thrown off by latency spiking
and receding more quickly than the interval size.
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Figure 40: Average packet latency error with and without load-based packet classification,
using the previous temporal update strategy. RA-previous uses a single latency value,
while RA-previous load uses load-latency curves. Error is normalized to core simulator
with isolated abstract network model assuming simple contention model (ABS-contention).
Simulation uses private L2 caches.
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Figure 41: CPI and packet injection rate with previous interval, moving average, and linear
latency update strategies. Values for both CPI and injection rate are normalized to core
simulator with isolated abstract network model assuming simple contention model (ABS-
contention). Simulation uses private L2 caches.
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The use of load-latency curves for reciprocal abstraction is evaluated; Fig. 40 illustrates
the results. Categorizing packets based on their load, where load is generated by the abstract
network model, does not improve latency estimation. This is because the measurement of
load for the abstract model is inaccurate due to out-of-order packet generation and inexact
network timestamps.
Next, the cascading effects correcting packet latencies have on the rest of the simulator
are explored. The evaluation metrics for accuracy are the core simulator’s CPI and the
network simulator’s injection rate. Fig. 41a shows the impact the feedback-driven network
model has on core CPI. After adding network feedback, core CPI changed by an average of
150% compared to the no-feedback abstract network model. This highlights the importance
of an accurate network model when studying manycore architectures. Correcting the packet
latencies and CPI of the core simulator in turn impacts the network’s injection rate, which
is shown in Fig. 41b.
5.3.3.2 Reciprocal Abstraction for Shared L2 Caches The effect of reciprocal ab-
straction is also evaluated for a distributed shared cache configuration. In Fig. 42, the average
latency deviation between the abstract and detailed network models is compared for recip-
rocal abstraction using various temporal prediction schemes; the isolated ABS-contention
model serves as a baseline. The reduction in packet latency error is more pronounced for
shared caches. Reciprocal abstraction reduces the packet latency error by 81%, 79%, and
80% for the previous, moving average, and linear prediction schemes, respectively. The tem-
poral prediction scheme does not significantly affect the hop latency error, implying that the
traffic level does not change heavily in the distributed shared setting.
The impact reciprocal abstraction has on core performance and network traffic is shown
in Figure 43a. Adding feedback between the core and network models dramatically affects
the core model’s CPI and network traffic injection rate. Compared to the private cache con-
figuration, where CPI changed by 150% on average, with shared caches reciprocal abstraction
results in a CPI nearly five times as high as an isolated simulation with no feedback. The
reduced core throughput results in fewer injected packets, as shown in Figure 43b.
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Figure 42: Average packet latency error for ABS-contention, RA-previous, RA-moving
average, and RA-linear schemes. Results are normalized to error for ABS-contention.
Simulation uses shared L2 caches.
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Figure 43: CPI and packet injection rate with previous interval, moving average, and linear
latency update strategies. Values for both CPI and injection rate are normalized to core
simulator with isolated abstract network model assuming simple contention model (ABS-
contention). Simulation uses shared L2 caches.
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5.4 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, co-simulation between multiple component simulators was studied. Often,
two simulators can not be directly integrated due to differences in their level of abstraction
and synchronization granularity. Using a core simulator and network-on-chip-simulator, this
chapter demonstrated significant error in packet latency when the core model relies on an
abstract NoC model in isolation. Deviation in CPI and packet injection rate further shows
that using a static trace for modeling either component in isolation will lead to inaccurate
results.
Reciprocal abstraction was proposed to allow for accurate integration; under reciprocal
abstraction, a simulator’s detailed model maintains an abstract model of the other simula-
tor. The simulators periodically exchange detailed statistics to update the abstract models.
After applying reciprocal abstraction, the integrated simulator reduced packet latency error
compared to using a simplified, abstract NoC model in isolation. Packet latency error is
reduced by over 69% for private L2 caches and over 79% for shared L2 caches. Reciprocal
abstraction is shown to model the feedback loop for real systems, where network latency
affects core throughput, which, in turn, affects the rate of network traffic generation.
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6.0 PERFORMANCE BENEFITS OF RECIPROCAL ABSTRACTION
The primary goal of reciprocal abstraction is to improve simulation accuracy by loosely
integrating two component simulators which could not otherwise be integrated. However,
another benefit of reciprocal abstraction is that the two simulators can run in parallel, with
concurrent threads modeling heterogeneous components. Conventional parallel simulation
divides work amongst homogeneous simulator threads; this chapter investigates the alter-
native parallelization model and its performance implications. The relaxed communication
requirements allow one component simulator to be oﬄoaded to a coprocessor. Work from
this chapter was published in [50].
6.1 COPROCESSOR ACCELERATION
With reciprocal abstraction, the full-system and specialized component simulators communi-
cate infrequently. The detailed component model only needs to read the trace buffer before it
simulates an interval, and the core model only needs to update its abstract component model
after its corresponding detailed model simulates an interval. By oﬄoading one simulator to a
coprocessor, the detailed simulation of each interval can be pipelined. By overlapping simu-
lation of both models, the overall simulation time is reduced. This approach is demonstrated
in the setting of core and network-on-chip simulation; a GPU is used to simulate a detailed
network model concurrently with the host CPU simulating the core model.
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6.1.1 General Purpose Graphics Processing with CUDA
Using GPUs for general purpose processing was made popular with NVIDIA’s CUDA tech-
nology [17]. GPUs, originally designed for games and video processing, are massively paral-
lel Single-Instruction, Multiple-Thread (SIMT) processing units. Compared to conventional
CPUs, GPUs devote more transistors on computation and memory bandwidth and fewer to
control and cache structures. This allows GPUs to have much greater computing potential
than CPUs, provided a workload exhibits enough parallelism. This section describes aspects
of the CUDA programming model relevant to this work; further information on CUDA can
be found in [17].
Architecturally, GPU cores are organized in a hierarchy. At the top level, the GPU
is composed of a number of Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs). Each SM contains several
SIMT units; each made up of CUDA cores which execute instructions in lockstep. The
CUDA programming model has a similar hierarchy. A CUDA program launches GPU code
as a kernel. Each kernel launch is broken into a number of thread blocks; thread blocks are
scheduled onto SMs. The thread block contains a number of warps. Each warp is scheduled
to run on one SIMT unit and contains 32 threads; threads in the same warp must execute
instructions in lockstep. When a warp encounters a control instruction, threads in the warp
may not follow the same branch path. This causes a warp divergence, where threads on one
branch path execute while the others sit idle, lowering core utilization.
Threads on a SIMT unit can access memory simultaneously, as follows. Global memory
accesses must be coalesced in order to occur in parallel—that is, accessed memory must
reside in the same 32-word chunk. Uncoalesced memory accesses are serialized.
6.1.2 GPU-based Network Simulation
The GPU-based network simulator evaluated models the same network architecture as the
Hornet parallel NoC simulator [43]. The CUDA-based simulator was developed and validated
separately before integration for co-simulation. Packets are injected from a trace into all
tiles. The tiles then, in parallel, simulate the router pipeline stages: routing, VC allocation,
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crossbar arbitration, and switch traversal as described in Section 2.4.3. Each CUDA thread
handles the task of simulating one network tile.
As is the case with Hornet, simulation of each clock cycle is broken into two stages,
representing the positive and negative edges of the clock cycle. During each stage, data is
only modified by a single thread. Therefore, a barrier—inserted after each stage—is sufficient
to prevent state violations from synchronization.
A barrier for threads in the same block is supported natively and has very little overhead.
Inter-block synchronization is only natively supported by ending kernel execution. With
typical simulations lasting millions of cycles, the overhead from starting and stopping a
kernel is too high. However, inter-block barriers can be implemented using built-in atomic
instructions. Xiao and Feng describe an inter-block barrier where one thread from each block
atomically increments a counter and threads spin on the counter until it reaches the target
value [81]. The algorithm in [81] is not safely reusable, as deadlock can occur when barriers
are executed close to one another. For this evaluation, the barrier was modified slightly to
use a sense variable: threads spin on a sense variable and the last thread resets both the
counter and the sense variable; this avoids barrier reuse errors because the barrier is reset
properly.
Validation: Implementation details and small artifacts prevent the GPU-based simula-
tor from exactly matching Hornet’s results. For example, random number generation, which
is used during arbitration, has different implementations in the C++ and CUDA libraries.
In addition, iteration over certain standard library structures used in Hornet (such as a
map) is difficult to reproduce exactly. The GPU network simulator was validated against
Hornet prior to integration with Sniper and an average 2.28% deviation in packet latency
was measured for synthetic workloads.
6.1.3 Maximizing GPU Efficiency
A straightforward CUDA implementation of a network simulator has an irregular memory
access pattern which serializes accesses to global memory. Moreover, the virtual queue struc-
tures holding flit state do not fit within shared memory. The GPU-based network simulation
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creates a performance bottleneck unless optimizations are made to improve performance. In
this evaluation, two techniques are used in order improve simulator efficiency on a GPU
architecture. First, nested loops are split to reduce divergences containing memory accesses.
Second, warps are intentionally underpopulated to increase scheduler latency tolerance and
memory concurrency.
Loop Splitting: As SIMT processors, GPU IPC is maximized when all threads in the
warp execute the same instruction. When threads have divergent instruction paths, execution
is serialized and reduces performance. One cause of divergences is the use of nested loops
where the inner loops is conditional, as it is unlikely all threads will execute the same set of
inner loops. Where possible, the network simulator code has nested loops split up to reduce
divergent code. In a loop where work is done for some elements that meet a condition, these
elements are first put into a list. This list is iterated over separately. A common process
that occurs during simulation is checking all ingress queues for head flits that need virtual
channel allocations. On a GPU, branch divergence overhead is reduced when the simulator
first gathers a list of ready virtual channels, then iterates over the secondary list to process
them.
Underpopulated Warps: Unlike multithreaded CPU applications, GPU applications
typically launch many more threads than there are GPU cores. Threads are allocated register
space that is not swapped out when the thread is not running, removing context switch
overhead. Fast thread switching allows threads to be swapped out when they encounter
long-latency stalls. In [53], authors propose to modify the thread scheduler to address this
issue. Their scheduler breaks threads into two pools with staggered execution to improve
overlapping of execution with memory accesses.
When mapping each network tile to a GPU core, there are not enough active threads
to swap stalled threads out. In addition, early investigations found many memory accesses
in the GPU-based simulator were difficult to coalesce—limiting parallelism within a warp.
This leads to serialized thread execution as shown in Fig. 44a (a hypothetical example with
four threads per warp). Memory accesses within the warp cannot be executed together and
become serialized. Without other warps to swap in latency for memory accesses cannot be
hidden.
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Figure 44: GPU behavior when memory accesses are not coalesced and occupancy is low.
To deal with the low number of threads, warps were intentionally underpopulated by a
thinning factor of K. Instead of launching a N warps (with 32 active threads each), N ×K
warps are launched and, via a thread index check, only 32/K threads in each warp have
work assigned to them. Thinning out warps leads to more active warps and allows them to
hide memory latencies; once each underpopulated warp stalls at a memory access, the next
warp can be swapped in. Fig. 44b shows a hypothetical example where the four threads in
one warp have been split into two active threads per warp. Increasing the number of warps
in this manner is an artificial way to add scheduling latency tolerance, which was shown to
improve performance in [53].
6.1.4 GPU-Accelerated Reciprocal Abstraction
The GPU-based network simulator just described was integrated into the Sniper multicore
simulator described in Section 2.4.2. As in CPU-only reciprocal abstraction, core simulator
threads rely on the abstract network model and place network traffic into a trace buffer. The
trace buffer is mapped to zero-copy memory, which is copied to the GPU in the background.
After each reciprocal abstraction interval, the core simulator invokes the network simu-
lator on the GPU. The core simulator does not wait for the kernel to complete, and instead
continues simulation. After the next interval, the core simulator makes sure the previous
network simulation kernel has completed, waiting if necessary, before starting the next inter-
val of network simulation. This allows both core and network models to run in parallel, with
execution is staggered slightly from that shown in Fig. 32. The core simulator now delays its
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Figure 45: Reciprocal abstraction co-simulation with core and network simulators executing
concurrently.
Table 6: GPU Acceleration Host Machine
Name Processor CPU cores / GPU SMs CUDA cores
CPU Intel Core2 Duo E8400 2 NA
GPU NVIDIA Tesla C2075 14 448
abstract model update by one interval as shown in Fig. 45. While model update is delayed
one interval, with short interval lengths this did not have a significant impact on accuracy.
6.1.5 Experimental Evaluation
Simulations use the same target machine and benchmarks described in Section 5.3.1. Table 6
lists the host machine setup for evaluation of coprocessor acceleration using a GPU. The
serialized timing simulators running only on the host’s CPU is compared with the parallel
timing model running on the same system utilizing an attached GPU. For these performance
evaluations, runs were limited to 1 million cycles.
Fig. 46 shows simulation time when utilizing a GPU coprocessor. The simulation time of
coprocessor-accelerated simulation, CA, is broken down into time spent in the core simulator
and time spent waiting for the network model. Warps are launched with 8 active threads
rather than 32 to increase GPU occupancy as described in 6.1.3—this reduced simulation
time by 36% over launching full warps for a 256-core target machine. On average, utilizing
the GPU coprocessor reduces simulation time by 16%. For some benchmarks, the network
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Figure 46: Simulation time with coprocessor acceleration simulating a 256-core system.
Time is normalized to simulation time with serialized core and network simulation, and
broken down between the core and network models—overlapped execution counts towards
core simulator time.
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Figure 47: Simulation time with coprocessor acceleration simulating a 512-core system.
Time is normalized to simulation time with serialized core and network simulation for a
256-core system to show time scaling from 256 to 512 cores. Simulation time is broken
down between the core and network simulation—overlapped execution counts towards core
simulator time.
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model dominates simulation time. In this case, simulating both models in parallel grants no
benefit and performance is determined by the network model simulator’s performance.
The scalability of the GPU-based network simulation is demonstrated by simulating a
512-core system with cores arranged on a 32:16 mesh in Fig. 47; to show scaling from 256
to 512 cores, simulation time is normalized to the CPU-based integrated simulator, RA,
modeling 256 tiles. The left bars represent the simulation time for RA when modeling 512
tiles. Simulation time increases by over 200% on average from 256-tile simulation due to
increased memory pressure and contention for host cores. The right bars show the simula-
tion time with GPU acceleration when modeling 512 tiles. Because network modeling time
increases sublinearly on the GPU and superlinearly on the CPU, the GPU-accelerated sim-
ulator models a 512-core system 65% faster than the CPU-only simulator. Based on these
measurements, GPU-based acceleration offers the best results when:
• There are enough simulated threads to maximize GPU thread occupancy.
• The core simulation makes up a large enough fraction of overall simulation time, such
that there is significant overlap between the core and network simulation.
6.2 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, the performance implications of reciprocal abstraction were evaluated. Due
to the asynchronous nature of the two models when using reciprocal abstraction, the ap-
proach can be accelerated by running both models concurrently. In addition, using a copro-
cessor, one model can be oﬄoaded—this work described a CUDA-based detailed network
simulator GPU implementation and validated it against a widely-used detailed network sim-
ulator [43]. With the integrated simulator, the GPU-based simulator reduces simulation
time by 16% and 65% on average for 256 and 512-core target machines, respectively.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
For my thesis, I studied parallel simulation of computer architectures, where synchronization
is a key factor in determining performance and accuracy. I first analyzed popular parallel
simulators and their synchronization techniques. My analysis of violations both enables the
rest of my work and contributes to future research into loose synchronization policies.
After examining barrier and random-pair synchronization, I developed a novel synchro-
nization technique, weighted-tuple synchronization. Weighted-tuple synchronization syn-
chronizes a subset of the simulation threads, resulting in lower overhead compared to barrier
synchronization and higher accuracy compared to random-pair synchronization. Moreover,
weighted target selection ensures threads synchronize with the candidates most likely to
trigger violations. Evaluations using multiple simulation environments show weighted-tuple
to be a superior form of loose synchronization compared to barrier synchronization. While
this dissertation focuses on computer architecture simulation in its evaluation of weighted-
tuple synchronization, the policy has potential application in more general PDES simulations
which suffer from limited parallel scalability.
Modern hardware has grown too complex for a single simulator to model all components
in detail; thus, research which requires detailed component simulation must combine two or
more simulators. The second part of my research investigates parallel co-simulation between
multiple simulators responsible for modeling separate hardware components. I introduce the
reciprocal abstraction framework, which addresses a major source of inaccuracy with the
trace-driven approach that is generally relied upon in multi-component simulation.
Graphics processors are already ubiquitous on commodity machines; as heterogeneous
computing grows, it becomes crucial for a simulator to efficiently take advantage of the new
parallelization model available in heterogeneous computing. I demonstrate a network simu-
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lator running on a GPU, and show how reciprocal abstraction enables concurrent simulation
with a core simulator without heavy communication overhead.
The techniques I present in this thesis enable fast and accurate simulation of complex
architectures with hundreds of cores. This thesis has both improved upon existing parallel
simulation techniques and introduced a new parallelization model for efficient computer
architecture research.
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APPENDIX A
WORKLOADS
Table 7: Benchmarks used in this work, drawn from the SPLASH-2 [79] and PARSEC [6]
parallel benchmark suites
Suite Name Description
SPLASH-2 barnes N-body particle simulation
fft Fast Fourier Transform kernel
lu.ncont Matrix factorization into lower / upper triangular matrices
ocean.cont Ocean current simulation
water.nsq Simulation of a system of water molecules
PARSEC blackscholes Option pricing using partial differential equations
canneal Chip design route minimization using simulated annealing
dedup Data stream compression using deduplication
fluidanimate Fluid animation using smoothed particle hydrodynamics
swaptions Swaption pricing using the Monte Carlo simulation
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Table 8: Synthetic Traffic Patterns
Pattern Destination function description
bitcomp invert bits
shuﬄe shift bits left with wrap-around
transpose switch row and column
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APPENDIX B
SIMULATORS
In this appendix chapter, the simulators referenced in this thesis are listd and briefly de-
scribed.
• Simplescalar [3] - Simplescalar is a serial core simulator. It functionally simulates user-
level code and performs detailed simulation of an out-of-order core and cache hierarchy.
• Simics [45] - Simics is a serial multicore simulator. It functionally models both user and
system-level code. Simics supports detailed cycle-level modeling of hardware modules.
• M5 [8] - M5 is a serial multicore simulator. It functionally models both user and system-
level code. M5 supports detailed cycle-level modeling of hardware modules.
• Gems [46] - The gems toolset contains various detailed hardware models. Opal is a
detailed processor model; ruby is a detailed memory system model; and Garnet is a
detailed NoC model.
• Gem5 [7] - Gem5 is a serial multicore simulator. It functionally models both user and
system-level code. In addition, GEM5 uses the GEMS toolset [46] for detailed modeling.
• Graphite [48] - Graphite is a parallel multicore simulator, which supports loose barrier
and random-pair synchronization. It can run on distributed hosts. It relies on binary
instrumentation for user-level functional modeling. Graphite models in-order cores and
uses abstract modeling for contention-based hardware structures.
• Sniper [9] - Sniper is a parallel multicore simulator, which supports loose barrier synchro-
nization. It uses binary instrumentation for user-level functional modeling. Sniper relies
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on abstract models for out-of-order core modeling and for contention-based hardware
structures such as the on-chip network. Further details can be found in Section 2.4.2.
• ZSim [67] - ZSim is a parallel multicore simulator, with two-phase synchronization. In
the first phase, functional simulation is loosely-synchronized via barriers. In the sec-
ond phase, detailed simulation uses conservative PDES to order events. ZSim relies on
binary instrumentation for user-level functional modeling. It uses abstract models for
contention-based hardware structures such as the on-chip network.
• SST [65] - The Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) is a simulation framework which
targets simulation of large-scale High Performance Computing systems at varying ab-
straction levels. It utilizes conservative PDES (see Section 2.4.4) to synchronize threads.
• Manifold [76] - The Manifold simulator is a parallel cycle-level architectural simulator
built on top of SST [65]. Like SST, Manifold supports synchronization using conservative
PDES. However, for faster simulation, Manifold also supports loose barrier synchroniza-
tion.
• Hornet [43] - Hornet is a parallel network-on-chip simulator, which supports loose barrier
synchronization. Further details can be found in Section 2.4.3.
• FIST [57] - FIST is a network-on-chip simulator. It uses abstract modeling to estimate
latencies, and is trained on a detailed model. FIST can be run serially on a CPU or in
parallel on an FPGA.
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